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CITIZENS BAND RADIO - AGAIN.
Much has been written and more spoken about CB in the past, particularly since the publication, on
August 5th, of the Government Green Paper "Open Channel A Discussion Document". I was
interested to read a report in "Hobby Electronics". Vol. 2 No. 12, October 1980 under "Breaker One
Four", a paragraph headed "Missing Child" which concerned the search for a missing child on the
South Coast. Part of the report read "The news reports at the time said that local radio amateurs were
helping with communication to the search parties. What the media failed to report was the help given
by some 60 local Breakers who turned up in response to a plea from the local Fire Brigade, They set
up an impressive communications network complete with mobiles and base station, under the
supervision of the local constabulary. The police are now (understandably) reluctant to acknowledge
the help given by the CBers..." I contacted the Press Office of the Hampshire Fire Brigade who stated
that they have never knowingly used any CB operators in any operation, but felt that the incident in
question may have taken place in West Sussex. Contact with the West Sussex Fire Brigade drew the
statement that they, too, did not call in any CB operators during a recent search, as they in turn, had
been called in by the Police. The police stated that the only help that they had requested, and received,
was from an organisation called RAYNET. I then managed to obtain the telephone number of the
representative of the South Coast Area Breakers. The Lady to whom I spoke assured me that they had
indeed been called in by the Fire Brigade, in this case the Arundel Fire Service. Attempts to contact
the Arundel Fire Service came to naught as their telephone number is ex-Directory. Did the Fire
Service call in illegal operators?. If so, were they supervised by the West Sussex Police? Or is the
report in "H.E." a figment of someone's imagination? Or did the CBers participate with every good
intention, nevertheless, illegally? We shall probably never know. Whatever the true story may be the
report does not put the Police or the Fire Brigade in a very good light, but does, nevertheless, show
that RAYNET is always available, ready and prepared to assist the civil authorities within the terms of
their Licenses.

THE PRESIDENT AND ALL SOCIETY OFFICIERS WISH ALL MEMBERS A VERY
MERRY XMAS AND A HEALTHY AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
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THE TALKING BOOK SCHEME.
Mention is made elsewhere of the need to keep Talking Book machines operational for our White
Stick friends (whether they are amateurs, SWLs or not). Information is now to hand from Walter,
G3NXM/0136.
CAN YOU READ THIS?????
Can you imagine not being able to read this, your daily paper, or even to skim through a magazine?.
When you pick up your favourite brand of thriller or refer to a technical book, can you visualise what
it would be like to be entirely dependent on what you can hear?
If you can, you will be able to appreciate the tremendous benefit obtained by the blind from their
"Talking Books". These are simply tape recorded readings of published books, which can be played
back on a machine designed for easy operation by an un-sighted person. Only a very small percentage
of the blind now know Braille.
Servicing of this equipment in members' homes is carried out by a country-wide network of
volunteers who devote some of their own time to look after users of Talking Books who live nearby.
This activity is backed by support from the base library and helps to ensure that readers obtain the
maximum benefit from their library. To support the continuous expansion of membership, there is a
growing need for additional assistance from those who are familiar with electro-mechanisms and AF
amplifiers.
The degree of help given would be governed by the volunteer's knowledge, and by his/her
willingness to proceed with his task. Usually quite simple repairs are involved, such as the
replacement of a component or simple fault-finding. Circuit diagrams, guidance notes and technical
data are provided, including a fault-finding chart.
In addition to the manual and other technical data provided at the outset newsletters are published
periodically, usually twice a year, giving library news, any new developments, additional guidance
and technical information.
Walter adds:
I have been involved with the Talking Book Service off and on for a period of some 25 years,
Actors, Actresses and Radio and Television Broadcasters have freely given their time to record the
books which are issued as six-track cassettes. Some books are short and some are long. I believe that
"Gone with the wind" plays for some 70 hours (5-1/2 cassettes).
90% of the troubles which arise are merely dirty tape-heads which take only a few minutes to clean.
If there is a sighted person in the household they can be shown how to do this, but surprisingly there
are a number of blind people who live on their own. It is NOT time consuming. I suppose I only
spend about 20 hours PER YEAR on repairs.
It is a service I find very worthwhile and the blind readers are so grateful. It is a service amateurs
can carry out. So how about it? Further information can be obtained from The British Talking Book
Service for the Blind, Nuffield Library, Mount Pleasant, Alperton, Wembley, Middlesex, HA0 1RR,
or from myself Walter G. Borland, G3NXM/RSARS 0136, 10 Ashfield Drive, Baildon, Shipley, West
Yorkshire. BD17 6JA. Please help and become a service volunteer.

BUYING VALVES???.
The OWL was recently looking through some valve advertisements in the national radio magazines
and was surprised to see the variation in prices. Samples include DF91 - £0-46, AZ31 - £1-26, Exequipment 4CX250B - £5-75, C3A - £11-50, DET22 - £24-15, DET24 - £52-90, BT75 - £102-46,
EC157 - £276-92 and 5J180E - £851-00.
DONATIONS.
The Society gratefully acknowledges donations from the following members: G3FK, G3NT, G5GH,
G3BBD, G3MIZ, G4DBY, G4EMX, G8VFW and our old friend. "Anon". Many thanks indeed.
2
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G3CIO - IN DAYS GONE BY.
The Radio Club itself was housed in the usual wood and asbestos single story hut. This was located
alongside the gymnasium in Loos Lines, opposite the Riding Club stables, (The Cary Theatre was on
the opposite side of the gym.).
During my term of office (from June 1958 to December 1959) I was "NCO i/c Radio Club" and on
the strength of 2 Squadron, 1st Training Regt., Royal Signals. It was, as I mentioned, my 2 years
National Service so the Radio club duties allowed me to combine business with pleasure!!!. For the
record, I was Cpl, Lunn, D.I. 23442332. At that time the Regimental C.O. was Col. E.C.R. Blaker,
OBE.
Amongst the facilities at the Club were a workshop where constructional projects were undertaken,
a components shop where valves, resistors, capacitors and other items could be bought and, of course,
the shack itself. I used to run Morse classes in the evenings and there are several currently licensed
amateurs who learnt their Morse at the Catterick Amateur Radio Club."
73 Dave, G3LSL.
(Reading the above set the OWL thinking and reviving old memories. Just prior to the above period
the Club was located in the same building and the NCO i/c was a NS Sergeant by the name of Bob
Griffiths. The rig, in those days, was a rack and panel home-brew with a multitude of relays one of
which, the main change-over, was inoperative. To go to transmit required a specially shaped piece of
wood jammed between the relay armature and the rack above. One could always tell when someone
was about to go on the air by the shout of "Where's the wood?". One of the "characters" at the Club
collected worms for fishing (or so he said) by taking the mains "live" out into the field and plugging
into the ground. Worms by the dozen shot to the surface (all very scientific and NOT an action to be
recommended). Another member built a high powered audio amplifier (really Hi-Fi for its day) and,
concealing a large speaker outside Loos Guard Room, shouted, from the relative safety of the Radio
Club, "Turn out the Guard". Dave, by the way, had a huge cat at the Radio Club, which lived on his
bed alongside the large solid fuel stove complete with its pipe running through the roof. On club
nights Dave would stroke this cat and then draw off one very large blue spark from its nose!. Much
could, and perhaps should, be written about this period).
NEW MEMBERS
The following have become members since No. 1500 :G3ATF G3BGM G3JFQ
G3LCN G3OYS G3TVU G3WVV G3XUG G3YUE G4AG
G4AGM
G4ATU G4BSF G4GDR G4GXO G4HBX G4ILR G4IST
G4ITM
G4IUI G4IVB
G4IVR G4IXO G4IYB
G4JBM G4JCY
G4JDO G4JFI
G4JKQ G4JOD G4JPL
G4JVJ
G5DQ
G8HGM G8MWR G8NLY G8OTU G8OWF G8RDE G8SFP G8SWL
G8UJZ G8UKU G8UVB G8VKW G8WDF
G13ZX GI8TRV GM4CBV GM5NW GM8PCJ
GW4KEV GW8PTS VE1BL VE2QY
VE3GGL VE3LCB VE3QE VE3WA VK2DDW
VK2DGS VK2NOG VK2NYI VK2PDM VK2VPF VK2VVV VK2YOW VK3ASR VK3AZT VK3BTX
VK3BZH VK3NAW VK3NOV VK3VFV VK3VUW VK3ZGF
VK4CD VK4NJQ VK4NPM
VK4NUW VK4XY VK5LA VK5NMX
VK6NIJ VS5AM ZC4LP ZS6BKW
(You'll have to get their numbers during the QSO!!!).

CAN YOU HELP???
Does anyone know the name and address of the editor of "FEPOW FORUM" as the editor
would like to get permission to publish an article which appeared in recent issues??.
DID YOU KNOW…
There are more than 300,000 craters on the Moon?
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Being part or all of, or extracts from, the
letters received by RSARS officials.

The first contribution this issue consists of extracts from two letters both from Reg. Prosser,
G4BUS/RSARS 0276. "Saitama", Main Road, Little Oakley, HARWICH, Essex, CO12 5EB. "…..By
its very nature our magazine is a balm to us ageing ex-Signalmen who, in our nostalgia, turn to such
items as "Where were we all?" and "Mail Box" generally. The prime reason for us joining the Society
was the hope of being re-united with some old friends of long ago and far away. Only after joining do
we come to realize the vastness of the Corps and the needle-in-a-haystack nature of our dearest hope.
To narrow the search would require a kind of directory of "Who's Who" proportions; a sort of
personal Corps pedigree for each member. "Mercury" goes a good part of the way in filling the gap.
For me a very welcome instance of "paths-crossing" is on page 33 of the 3/80 edition, Bernard
Williams, G3JFA/RSARS 1232, laments the omission of BRINDIV from the "Where were we all?"
list as I likewise did at the time. Bernard will receive a six-page letter from me by tomorrow's post,
dripping with nostalgia for those long-ago sybaritic days of the Occupation. Yes, I was Brindiv
Signals also, forming up in India and whooping it up in Japan. I was with 268 Brigade Signals,
Matsue, and as I was engaged on the rear-link W/T net to Okayamn, it is highly likely that Bernard
and I have previously QSO'd (but not yet within RSARS). All this is of breathless interest to only
Bernard and me, but thank you "Mercury" for a mini "This is Your Life".
That was the "dulce vitæ" period of my service. The "war paint" part was with another omitted Unit.
I was saddened and astonished to see no mention of my old lot, the swashbucklers so loved by the
Press - 3rd Indian Infantry Division - alias "Special Forces", alias "The Chindits", and, in particular,
the 77th Indian Infantry Brigade which Wingate himself had commanded. We were very much a W/T
only outfit; there was no other form of communication with our base in India and our communications
worked splendidly (Why then the Arnhem foul-up?). On the second expedition we were six Brigades
strong, each Brigade with four Battalions, each Battalion split into two columns, and with every
column a Royal Signals Detachment of three OWLs. an I.M. or E.S. and two cipher NCOs. That's a
mighty total of Royal Signals manpower. Surely they can't all have faded away!. Somewhere in
RSARS there MUST be somebody from 77, 111, 16, 14, 23 or 3rd West African Brigades. These
lusty Units deserve to be represented better in RSARS than by such as I. There were some excellent
CW men amongst them and I can't believe that only I took to Amateur Radio in the days of peace that
followed that hairy time. Will they please stand up and be counted in the columns of "Mercury"?.
Forgive me, I swing the lamp a little!. My point is that the noble art of a good clear fist is put to
ignoble use in these days of electronic evolution. I should complain; the grub on the CAMBRIDGE
FERRY is much better than ever was dropped to us in Burma - and there's been a considerable rise in
pay!!. For chills up the spine there's always blue-belling in Wrabness Wood near here with Michiko,
my JA XYL. When her gentle, almond eyes focus on me through the lush green Spring undergrowth
I'm always tempted to turn and run….. .
…..Another omission from "W.W.W.A?" was 'D' Corps Signals which originally formed up in a
camp on the road to Chakrata/Kailana in the Himalayan foothills above Dehra Dun around 1943. Real
peace-time, pukkha, pre-War India routine, with pre-dawn reveilles, nappy-wallahs to shave us in the
ablutions and afternoon siestas. I never got much siesta time, being perpetually on "jankers". for my
chronic "sins of omission". The Unit later manned the defences of New Delhi, I recall. They were
mightily surprised by VJ-Day. No-one had told them about Pearl Harbour, it seems"…..
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Mail Box - Contd.
Yet another omission, I think, of a Unit with which I served and that is 44th Indian Airborne
Division (ex 44th Indian Armoured and later 2nd Indian Airborne Division at Karachi). This Division
was formed at Secunderabad in early 1945 and were made up largely from disbanded elements of the
3rd Indian Infantry Division ("Chindits"), My old Brigade, 77th Indian Infantry became 77th Indian
Para., and the old 14th Brigade became 14 Air Landing Brigade. But who cares!!??.....
Other Units with which I served are included in the list which contains, I'm happy to note, The
Middlesex Regiment. Now I wonder who else within RSARS was in the old "Diehards"?. Diehards!??
- they were totally eliminated by one quick stroke of a Ministerial pen back in the early '60's. It was in
the 2nd Battalion of that old mob that I enlisted as a band-boy in May 1939; the puttees, white belt
and rattan cane days of the all-for-a-shilling-a-day soldier - and one shilling a day was the precise
wage for us boy enlistments (with only two bob of that paid out to us on the almost-ceremonial pay
parade on Fridays!. 41 years ago - my God!!!.....
I almost reluctantly confess to the Sherwood Foresters entry. The Battalion of that Regiment in
which I served was the 70th (Young Soldiers) Battalion - a nasty, brutish collection of what, today,
form the yob element, I was saved from this somewhat Fascist environment by a Royal Signals
Captain who came around in 1942 with I.Q. and Matrix Tests, to select infanteers for transfer to make
up for the losses the Corps suffered both at Singapore and Tobruk. Those of us in that Battalion - and
there weren't many - with an I.Q. just a shade higher than a Bengal buffalo were shortly transferred to
Royal Signals - thank God!!......
Semantics, nomenclature, words, words, words - you must get more than your fair share as
"Mercury" editor. I have my language problems too. My wife, being Japanese, doesn't entirely
understand me, but sometimes can be most pedantic in her misunderstanding. As Easter was
approaching she was bringing home hot-cross buns from Liverpool Street station as she returns from
her job in the Japanese Library at Moorgate. "Have another cross bun" she would say invitingly. "Not
cross bun, dear" I would constantly remind her "HOT cross bun." "But they are not hot buns, Papasan. Even when I buy them they are cold. They are cross but not hot. Have another cross bun". Logic
is on her side, but.....".
Best Wishes. Reg.
From: Dady, VU2MD/RSARS 0767. Petit Mansion, 85 Sleater Road, Bombay 400 007."I have been
keeping myself very busy of late as this old house needs a lot of attention. With the building
construction boom in and around Bombay at its peak all the reputable dealers are making hay while
the sun shines and I am not able to get a good contractor to do my work and I am reluctant to trust the
work to the fly-by-night contractors, so I have to do most of the work myself, Slow but sure and only
about 1/6th the cost!!!!......
I am on the air most evenings between 1200 and 1330 GMT and again after 1700 GMT around
14∙050. Phil, GW8WJ is very keen to have a QSO on 7 MHz and we have been looking for each other
for the past few months but so far without results. Last week I heard a Japanese working a G3, but I
could not hear the G station. Strange!.
I do not agree with the suggestion put forward by "a member of long standing" that the habit of
sending RSARS after one's call-sign is annoying and should be discontinued. On the contrary, it
indicates that the members are proud, and consider themselves privileged, to belong to RSARS, and
want the world to know it. I use "TOPS", "OOTC" or "SOWP" when working members of these
Clubs/Societies and that does not mean that I exceed the bounds of propriety. When members in QSO
use RSARS after their call-signs it does not mean that they are snobs or "holier than though" as
alleged; they are only stating the fact and also making it easier for those looking for contacts with
RSARS members. I, therefore, see nothing wrong in this practice and it should be allowed to
continue. My best wishes to all members.
73 Dady VU2MD.
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Mail Box - Contd.
From: Paul Scottorn. G3RFI/RSARS 0133, 34 Sutton Mill Road, Potton, Sandy, Bedfordshire. SG19
2QB. "….. I was interested in the recent edition of "Mercury" to read of G3XTL's involvement in
G3SIG, G3LUN, etc, as I was posted to 65 Signal Regiment (TA) in September 1964. It was a Special
Communications Unit (if I remember rightly descended from No, 1 Special Communications
Regiment). There was no Radio Club as such and no amateurs in the Unit apart from myself at that
stage, but I used the call-sign G3LUN at times, including during a RSARS CW Contest in 1965 or 66,
as the call-sign belonged to a nominal "Radio Club" at 65th. I was still in the Unit when the TAVR
reorganisation came about, and we also became part of 39th Signal Regiment (V); but I was posted
away again in 1967 so don't know what happened except that G3LUN is no longer valid (the license
seems to have expired in 1974). I came across some bods from the set-up several years ago when I
was with the F & C O, but they didn't seem to know any of the T.A. people I had worked with, so I
guess they must have lost a lot of the old crowd from 65th.
Thanks for the concise list of New Members call-signs - very useful for those of us who keep a list
"at the ready" in the hope of finding members not worked before. I update my list whilst others are
making calls on the CW Net!!.
73
Paul/G3RFI.
From: Steve Chisholm - VE7ACF, 10327 Bowerbank Street, Sidney, B.C. V8L 3L2. "I visited the
"Soldiers Paradise" (Catterick - so named by Bob Frarey, G3DMK) in 1941 to take an OWL course.
Then spent some time in Sicily and Italy in, 1943 returning to "Soldiers Paradise" in February 1944. I
then came under Col. W.H.N. Dent at 150 OCTU where I joined No.129 Course. If the plaques are
still in place in the gym., 129 Course should show up as "the over 100% overall" Course (maths were
never my strong point!!)- Some of the names were Sutcliffe, Pierce, Lanes, Astley, Wotherspoon,
Hitchcock, Wheeler, McGowan, Saunders, etc. I then spent some time in both the U.K. and Europe
and returned to Canada as a Lieutenant in 1946, and reverted to W.O.II. I had married in England and
therefore schemed a way of getting back to the U.K. so that the XYL could visit family and friends.
This was achieved by passing the Foreman of Signals Entrance Examination and soon I was on my
way for a third visit to the "S.P." for a spell on No.8 F. of S. Course. After numerous postings and
many visits to the U.K. including Blandford, mixing with such personages as I. St.. Q. Severin, Jumb
Pargeter and other Frequency Managers, I wound up my service as a Captain in 1966. Then I became
busy!!!. I took on an Instructors role to teach Radio Operators up to 2nd Class ticket level. Imagine,
getting paid to upgrade Amateurs!!!. I have now retired and moved to the West Coast. Anyone who
may have worked me at the previous QTH will get a card when I unpack in B.C.
Some names from No.8 F. of S. Course were "Pony" Moores, Jim Ireland and two others, who lived
in quarters, were Bill Mordue and Trem Tremelling, who was ex-ZB1AQ and ZD2RGY....
73
Steve
VE7ACF.
From: E.M. Bandt, VK5NMX, 582 Cross Road, South Plympton, South Australia, 5038. ".....I wish
to apply for membership of RSARS on the recommendation of Tom Duerden, ZL4IJ/RSARS 1018. I
am an ex-Serviceman having joined the Australian Military Forces on 15-10-41 with the 37/52
Australian Infantry Battalion, and was trained as a Trade Group II Signalman with Flags, Lamps (Day
and Night), Heliograph, Radio (R/T and W/T) with Morse at 10 w.p.m., Telephones and Cable
Laying. I was discharged on 23-4-46. I passed the Novice Radio Examination 21-11-78 and am using
a Kenwood TS-520-S into a 10/15 Metre, 2-element Yagi at 10 Metres. I am an Electrician with the
State Railways on shift work, which gives me plenty of time for radio contacts. Am 58 years old and
hope to retire at 60 on Service pension…..
73
Max Bandt
VK5NMX
(Happy to report that Max is now RSARS 1549 See you around 21∙170 MHz, Max?)
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Mail Box - Contd.
Mentioned elsewhere is the fact that G3LCN/RSARS 1516, Bert Curlis, is again off to "furrin parts",
but before he left he sent along the following details: "I'm QRT at the moment, as my VFO has gone
berserk; refusing to hold a stable frequency, and has become a rival to the "woodpecker". Hopefully
during the next couple of weeks I'll be able to devote a pair of hours without interruption to
investigation and cure - or a complete rebuild!!!.
As one of the newer members you may like to know what sort of set-up I have here. Nothing
spectacular. Just an old-fashioned bright emitter 6146 pushing around 60 Watts up a half-size G5RV,
pump handle operated. All bands 160 - 10, hopefully not simultaneously. On the LF bands
the G5RV is knotted at the TX end; which may account for the fact that the DX has not been exactly
queue jumping to work me!.
This is the "high power" rig, of course. Back up is a 3∙5 Watts breadboard, or rather, Veroboard
mounted. folly for 20 and 15, with which I have worked nothing on 20, but have scraped through for a
QSO with VE on 15. This was originally intended as a driver for a /M rig, but couldn't work out how
to drag the G5RV along behind.
Might even go Mobile on 144 again, if my son-in-law would be good enough to return my IC-240,
which he borrowed for a Rally 18 months ago, and is now wearing out down in Sussex. He tells me he
likes it - which fact dawned on me some considerable time ago!!!.....
73
Bert
G3LCN/1516.
From: "Nobby", G3BEC/RSARS 0113, 107 Eastlands Road, Yeovil (being part of a letter which
accompanied details of the G3BEC DX Antenna, which, unfortunately, requires a "Clarostat"
(Anyone know where these can be obtained these days???). We hope to publish details of the antenna
in a forthcoming edition - Ed.).
"I have been retired now for three years. My last 10 years was with the Post Office Engineers and
spent on a monitoring and D/F station out in the country - nice and quiet!. Never in my wildest
dreams did I think that one day I would get paid to listen to Amateurs!!!. Agreed, we did also listen on
other QRG's, and 6 MHz, in those days, was alive with Pirates using ex-Service equipment,
everything from WS 18, WS19 to WS22 (but never heard a WS53!!).....
.....will be busy on August 2nd helping the local (Yeovil) Club to set up a station at the Yeovilton
R.N. Air Day. My job will be to organise the antennas which, being on an airfield, cannot be higher
than the hangers!!!. Despite this and with only a trapped Dipole we did manage JA and VK on 21 last
year.….
.....I am usually on Sundays on A3j on 3∙660 MHz + or – the QRM, in the driving seat of the YARC
Net at 10:30 hours Clock Time. We have 3 RSARS members, Don, G3NOF, Den ("Postie"), G3OMH
and myself, although Den is often in the choir at Preston Church.....
73
"Nobby"
G3BEC.
From: Walter, G3NXM, the Editor has received correspondence from The British Talking Book
Service for the Blind, Nuffield Library, Mount Pleasant, Alperton, Wembley, Middlesex, HA0 1RR.
Both Walter and Mr. E.L. Wade, the Chief Service Engineer of the above Service point out that many
RSARS members have sufficient skill and knowledge to assist with such items as maintenance and
repair of the Talking Book machines. Members are asked to seriously consider whether they could
spare one, or perhaps even two hours a week or so, in order to ensure that our White Stick friends can
"read" their various books (after all, they may well be studying for RAE!!!). Remember, there are
White Stick friends in all areas and there may well be someone in your area without their Talking
Book facilities whilst it is awaiting a minor repair. PLEASE CONSIDER IF YOU COULD HELP.
DON'T PUT IT OFF - ACT NOW!. DROP A LINE, OFFERING YOUR SERVICES TO:MR. E.L. WADE, CHIEF SERVICE ENGINEER, NUFFIELD LIBRARY, MOUNT PLEASANT,
ALPERTON, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX. HA0 1RR. (OR TELEPHONE 01-903-6666).
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Mail Box - Contd.
Please mention the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society and TB/ELW/WJB dated 29th May 1980.
We really hope that the Service will benefit. ACT NOW!.
AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL R.S.A.R.S. MEMBERS
(For many years members of RSARS have been supporters of The Royal Signals Museum and several
exhibits bear the names and/or call-signs of RSARS members. Many items which may be needed by
the Museum are probably still tucked away in attics, etc. Remember, that flash you saw in apparent
profusion in the NAAFI in 1943 (or 1917) may now be extremely rare, although yours is still in the
sideboard drawer. The Editor was pleased to hear from Major Les Taylor MBE, the Curator of the
Royal Signals Museum (an avid reader of "Mercury", by the way!) who sent along the following
letter:Resident Curator

:

Major L.J. Taylor, MBE
Royal Signals Museum
BLANDFORD CAMP

Tel.: (0258) 52581 Ext. 248.
Dorset DT11 8RH
The Editor
"Mercury"
Dear Jack,
Whilst reading through the latest edition of "Mercury", it dawned on me that many members of the
RSARS who might have collected and made serviceable old type radio and equipments, etc., might
like to consider the Royal Signals Museum, if at any time they are thinking of disposing of any such
items.
There are a good many gaps in our holdings, and we also hold a number of items which it would be
nice to replace with better examples. This also applies to handbooks, working instructions,
photographs, etc., as we hold many equipments for which we hold little or no paperwork or
information.
Could I ask you to place a notice, at your convenience, in a future edition of "Mercury", asking your
members to consider what I have proposed.
Of course, any such items so given would have to be donated to the Museum, as we do not have
funds for the purchase of such items.
I do hope that you will not mind me asking you to solicit your members in this way, but if one
doesn't ask, one doesn't get in this Museum business!.
Sincerely hope this letter finds you in good health. My regards to all your members.
Yours Aye

(I am happy to pass on the above details to all members, knowing that members will help out
wherever possible. Les, apart from being the Quartermaster of a certain NATO Signals Unit in
Germany at one stage, was also a guide and mentor to a certain aged and sometimes crabby Subaltern
- and I therefore owe him the favour!! - Ed.).
DID YOU KNOW?
The Sten Gun, well known to many British soldiers, was so named after the initials of the designers
(Sheppard and Tarpin) together with EN for Enfield where the gun was developed. Over three and a
half million Stens were produced during WW II, with over 20,000 being produced in one week by one
manufacturer during peak production in 1942.
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(Being News and Views from all over the place from a variety of sources)
At the age of 63 years young, and after sixteen months battling with an automatic Morse Tutor, Jack
Annakin, RSARS 1253, is now G4KDV (he was G8DFZ). Jack hopes to join the RSARS Nets using a
TR7 and a Trapped Vertical.
......Another new Class 'A' ticket belongs to A.R.D. Murray CBE. This time the call-sign is G4KEO
and the RSARS No. 1006. Some years ago Reg met the Editor at the Aldershot Army Display and
was encouraged to join RSARS. This revived a long-standing interest in Amateur Radio and Reg
decided that his first objective after retirement (which came in December 1979) was an 'A' license, As
Reg was heard to remark "A key and mic will feel strange for a while after 35 years away from them".
Welcome back. OM"
...…W9IWI, Julian, RSARS 0798, recently visited the UK and spent a couple of weeks (pleasant
ones, we hope) in GM-land. No radio equipment was included in the baggage but Julian made several
land-Line QSOs.
….…During a recent trip around the countryside, the OWL noticed a familiar face behind some video
recording equipment. Into view came a boat named the "Silver Fox" flying a pennant. Following the
boat from bridge to bridge was another familiar face. Quietly watching the passing scene, the OWL
discovered that the pennant read "G3WRY" and the boat was skippered by Tony, RSARS 0540, the
video operator was G8SWL, John/RSARS 1475 and the "bridge-hopper" was Mike, G4ICC/RSARS
1415. Incidentally, the pennant didn't last long. It apparently disappeared after a passer-by asked Tony
what he was advertising!!.
……….G3NVK, normally heard from the Melton Mowbray area, has been heard by the OWL
through the Four Marks, Brighton and St. Austell Repeaters. Dick has been visiting the various Navy
Days along the South Coast and is very happy with the FDK Multi 700EX. Outside Portsmouth
Dockyard gate Dick was heard to remark (with apologies to HMS Active, Royal Navy) "In future,
RSARS Nets will be governed by two rules - 1. The Net Controller is ALWAYS right. Rule 2. If he is
wrong. Rule 1 WILL apply"
...….…Gordon. VK2DGS, RSARS 1483, recently became a grandfather. There is a rumour around
Lindfield N.S.W, that the grandson is already being taught Morse!."
....…Another Australian grandfather, but this time for the fifth time (all grandsons) is none other than
Les. VK2NLE. Congratulations all round.…...Whilst "hovering" around the VK2NLE QTH, the
OWL learned that Mrs 'NLE was due to visit hospital again in October for a leg operation, her second.
(operation and leg). We sincerely hope that by the time this is read you are well on the way to
recovery. Renee, and that the UK visit will come off in 1981.."
...…….Another visitor to the UK, this time in late September/early should be/have been Mr and Mrs
Hal Rowlette, W6UVW/RSARS 0416. Hal kindly sent the OWL a photo of himself and Mary - a
smart young lad and attractive young lady as we hope many members will be able to verify during the
visit.
....…...RSARS 1558 was VK2VOX/3 when he applied for membership but the OWL now
understands that is now VK3VUW.
………The OWL also understands that the ex-Station Manager of G4RS, otherwise Kit, G4EMX is
now settled in Germany, but lost a mobile antenna in the process together with, a couple of PA
transistors. Guess that's what local Overseas Allowance is paid for, Kit!!.
…...Whilst snooping around Catterick recently the OWL saw a letter from J.L. Townend (whom some
may remember as a Captain at the School of Signals from 1945 until 1947) saying that, about five
years ago after a QRT period of 25 years J.L.T. joined RSARS but, due to domestic circumstances,
had to allow his membership to lapse. Things are now back to normal and we extend a new welcome
to G3BBD who had his old call-sign re-issued in January this year.
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OWL REPORT - Contd.
……..The OWL recently noticed that a letter intended for the Editor was actually sent to a wrong
address in Catterick, together with an incorrect Postal Code. Please check the inside cover of
"Mercury" - it will save your time and ours - Tnx.
........Whilst visiting in the Gerrards Cross area at the end of August, the OWL was sorry to witness a
rather nasty accident concerning Russell. G4KEM, when his fingers were crushed in a car door. Hope
all is going well, Russell
.…...."Our Awards Manager is nothing if not tactful. He recently made sure that he issued Rita,
G3NOB/RSARS 0613 with Europe Special Award No.31 - to coincide with the young Lady's age, the
OWL understands. Congratulations, Rita.
....…..Captain M.J. Buckley writes to say that he is still actively engaged with the ACF/CCF and,
although he still carries the "tag" of RSARS ACF/CCF Rep" he reports that "people just don't seem to
want to know" Mike is still looking for an EMER covering the installation of the WS 19 into the
Austin Champ. If anyone can help, it might be better to contact Mike's Unit (14 Group Signal Platoon,
South West London Army Cadet Force, Cadet Training Centre, Mitcham Road Barracks, Croydon,
Surrey, CR0 0LB) particularly if the EMER in question still carries any Security classification. The
OWL understands that Mike was a participant in the recent Exercise "Crusader". (Whilst on the
subject of ACF/CCF, we have many members who are associated with those organisations. Surely
some activity does take place!. What about your activity on the NatNet?. What antennas/equipment do
you use?. Been "Portable" this Summer?. Drop a line and let us know what is happening to tomorrows
Signals Specialists! - Ed.).
.......G3LCN/RSARS 1516 is H.T. Curtis of Scarborough who is a "Sparks" by profession and shortly
after joining RSARS left again for "foreign parts". Bert used to be ZB1CU and 9H1AK. (The OWL
remarked that he best remembers Bert as the 9H1 Awards Manager from 1967 until 1969). Good
Sailing, Bert.
.........G3NVK and family had to "run the gauntlet" of the recent French fisherman's strike.
.…..... G3PY/RSARS 1077, S. Torkington, has now retired from G.P.O. Telecomms, but his farming
activities are taking up just about all his spare time. However, the OWL understands that we may be
hearing Sam on the RSARS Nets before too long.
….....RSARS 0918, Albert Cash of Shoalwater Bay, Western Australia, recently built the G3ZOJ
Audio Unit ("Mercury" Summer 1974) and despite (or because of) 6 years thinking about it - it
worked first time!!.
……..The OWL heard recently (whilst eavesdropping in the VK2NLE shack) that the fact that
George, G4BNI, was recently presented with a wooden spoon was well known in Australia, but he
also learnt that Jack, G4HLC, has been presented with a special type of hat, probably the only one of
its kind in the U.K. (We have no further details, but perhaps the Hermit of Long Clawson can throw
some light on the details. How about it, Jack??? - Ed.).
......…Les, was also heard to say that he enjoys "Mercury" and in particular the recent article by Rex,
G2CDN, and he commented that Rex puts one of the best U.K. signals into Australia.
.........The OWL recently called into Winnipeg to have a word with Steve Chisholm, VE4AI, only to
find that he had "Gone Away". A friendly Canadian OWL said "Try Sydney". It was a long haul
across the Pacific and disappointing when no trace of Steve was found in "NLE-Land". A quick run
through the memory banks produced several "Sydneys" but the most likely seemed to be Sydney,
British Columbia. Sure enough, Steve was found to have moved to 10327 Bowerbank Street, Sydney,
B.C. Canada. V8L 3L2. Naturally, the call-sign has changed and is now VE7ACF. The three photos
displayed at the A.G.M. under a "Guess Who? " heading brought answers ranging from G3EKL
through G3ONU, G3EJF, G3IBB, G3DBU, etc to G3NOB. Actually, they were all of G3DPS!!!.
(Wasn't he a beautiful baby!?)
.........Les, NLE, recently sent along a copy of the Australian Postal and Telecommunications
department "Amateur Operator's Handbook" - a very interesting publication and it is hoped to do a
short "comparison" article with the "G" license in the near future.
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OWL REPORT - Contd.
......….Talking to Dady, VU2MD recently, the OWL learnt that license fees in India have been
increased and are now approx. £1-40 for a Grade II ticket, £2-25 for a Grade I and £2-80 for an
Advanced License (a new category). Fees are for a two year period. Dady is on the air most evenings
(his evenings) around 14∙050 MHz from 1200 to 1330 hours GMT and again after 1700 hours GMT.
.....….The OWL has been quick to point out that the Editor committed yet another "Foxes Paw" by
listing G4AGM as G4ASM in a recent edition. Sorry, OM!.
..…....The OWL received a generally sad letter from RSARS 1193, D.M. Moodie, GM4FOZ.
Recently discharged from H.M. Forces after 22 years service with the lowest possible medical
category, he sought the peace and quiet of the Scottish Highlands. Obviously a bit too peaceful as
there is no colour TV reception possible and the local TV is on VHF. The only BBC radio at any
strength is BBC Scotland on Medium Wave and the local 2 Metre Repeater, GB3PR, which GM4FOZ
helped to "father", is completely screened from his QTH. He hopes to be active with 10 Watts from a
TS-120-V when antennas are erected. On this score he adds "I am foisting a housewarming/antenna
raising party on my neighbours in the near future - the poor unsuspecting people don't really know the
problems they are helping to initiate!!!!"
..........G8HGM/RSARS 1552 has had several newspaper cuttings passed to him by friends recently.
They are copies of an advertisement showing a Junior Army Acceptance Certificate which reads "This
is to certify that Keith Ellis has been accepted by the Army for training as Apprentice Electronic
Technician, Royal Corps of Signals at the Army Apprentices College, Harrogate.....etc.". So what?,
you might say. Well, his name IS Keith Ellis but he was "demobbed" as a Radio Mechanic, Class II in
July 1953. Since then he has had a five-year spell with R.E.M.E. and later a commission in the
R.A.F.V.R. One good thing that came out of this was that it prompted Keith to join RSARS and he is
now RSARS 1552. (Reckon you would have had a problem or two with the Assault Course
Competition at Harrogate, Keith!! - Ed.)
..........Peering through the window of the G3ADZ shack the OWL noticed a brand new Kenwood R1000. Dennis is very pleased with it and told the OWL that he is now hearing stations on 21 and 28
that his old RX did not know existed. The only slight problem is the lack of a Tuned RF stage which
allows reception of a few high-power broadcast station harmonics but even these are at very low level.
The OWL also noticed that Frank, G5BM, also has one and understands that Frank and Dennis are
hoping to design a small outboard ATU to assist pre-selection. We look forward to seeing details of
the ATU in "Mercury".
.........G3OLE/RSARS 0335 is not too active on the bands at the moment being extremely busy in the
vegetable garden.
.…...Back in July the OWL was watching Teletext/Oracle and was interested to see that the Special
Event Station GB2LRN would be operating from the Llangenech NAVEL Depot!.
……The OWL watched Mike Puttick, G3LIK, the RNARS QRQ Manager, put his signature to
RNARS QRQ Certificate No. 955 and then noticed that it was made out to Dick. G3NVK, for a
correct copy of 20 w.p.m. Why not try your hand at a QRQ run?. Dick sent along his copy of the
transmission preamble which reads: CQ DE G3BZU STAND BY FOR MORSE PROFICIENCY
TRANSMISSION MORSE PROFICIENCY TRANSMISSIONS AT 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 AND 40
WPM ARE TRANSMITTED FROM G3BZU AT 2000 LOCAL TIME ON THE FIRST TUESDAY
OF EACH MONTH ON 3520 KHZ. TWO CERTIFICATES ARE ISSUED ONE FOR 15 WPM
AND THE OTHER AT 20 WPM, ENDORSEMENT STICKERS ARE ALSO ISSUED FOR THE
HIGHER SPEEDS. ALL SPEEDS ARE TO BE COPIED 100 PER CENT AND MUST BE READ
IN CHRONOLOGICAL SPEED ORDER. A CHARGE OF 30 PENCE OR 3 IRC FOR EACH
CERTIFICATE, WHILST A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE IS SUFFICIENT FOR
STICKERS OR 1 IRC. ALL CLAIMS SHOULD BE MADE TO MR. M. PUTTICK, G3LIK, 21
SANDYFIELD CRESCENT, COWPLAIN, PORTSMOUTH, HANTS, PO8 8SQ. STAND BY FOR
THE RUN AND GOOD LUCK TO EVERYONE. NOW 15 WPM.. .. .. etc."
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OWL REPORT - Contd.
...........Being nosy as usual, the OWL was pleased to see in various Telegraph Offices in Australia, a
telegram sent to VK4ATD (who was Frank, G6MB, visiting his son) bearing birthday greeting from
other Australian RSARS members.
........And reading "Titbits" he learnt that Killinghall, the home of G3FMW/RSARS 0131 and
G4HYA/RSARS 1420, is not such a morbid place as one might imagine. The name actually means
"The land of Cylla's people on the river bend".
........The Australian Chapter of the RSARS is now well under way and 6 categories of membership
have been proposed: 1 - These members pay fees to the U.K. and receive "Mercury" by Sea Mail. 2 Members pay fees to Australian Chapter and receive locally produced "Mercury", 3 - Fees paid to
Australian Chapter and members receive locally produced "Mercury" and "Jimmy" (the Journal of the
Australian Chapter), 4 - Life members can receive locally produced "Mercury", 5 - Life members who
require "Mercury" and "Jimmy", 6 - Members who require "Jimmy" only. A sample of the VKproduced "Mercury" seen by the OWL was a first-class effort.
……..The OWL understands that G2CPM has recently had an operation but is understood to be
progressing well. Get back on parade soon, OM.
.........R.T. ("Bob") Morrison has been on the move and is now located at 7 Hammersley Hayes,
Cheadle, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs, ST10 2DW. The call-sign is G3VZP and the RSARS No. 0233.

OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET
J.E. ANNAKIN, G8DFZ/RSARS 1253, 25 ASHFIELD PLACE, OTLEY, WEST YORKSHIRE,
LS21 3JN has been having a shack clearance and offers the following for sale - FRG-7000 @ £290,
Telequipment D-75 Scope @ £400, Keithley No.168 D.M.M. @ £85, MK Blue Line 2000 Terminal
Unit (RX only) @ £56, MM Prescaler @ £15 and Two 7E Teleprinters @ £12 each. Contact Jack
direct.
The following are available from Ken at K. WILLIAMS, GW3TMH/0214, 38 Llugwy Road, Kinmel
Bay, RHYL, Clwyd:Creed 7E Teleprinter with brand new silence cover and base @ £40.
Creed Tape Punch type 7P/N3 @ £15.
Creed Tape Reader type 6S6 @ £5
Postage extra at cost.
Please contact our Open Marketeers direct (and PLEASE don't forget the SAE!).
OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET - OPEN MARKET
NEWS FROM SOUTH OCKENDEN.
In a short but interesting letter from G3EUR written just prior to a visit to Oil Rig Heather Alpha,
John notes: "During last visit to Imperial War Museum I was very impressed with the P.O.W.- made
receiver built from scrap and fitted into a hollowed out head of a broom used for sweeping the barrack
room floor. It is AC operated and controlled by a screwdriver through holes otherwise filled with
plugs. Have seen worse by constructors in the U.K. with all mod. Cons.!!!. Jeff Voller at The Science
Museum has now got a Hellschrieber working. It could be nice to arrange a sked!. There is much new
interest in Hellschriebers in Europe - a special advantage being that it can read through noise and one
can see if the copy is mutilated. Also one can still copy from the general context if some letters are
blotted out. Perhaps a miniature version, dashboard mounted, could operate on strip tape, or even be
updated to keyboard/VDU readout with some cunning program writing and a MPU. Perhaps a job for
the long-haired boys!!!."
73 John G3EUR.
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THE TRANSATLANTIC SIDE OF THE STORY.
JULIAN JABLIN W9IWI/RSARS.
The historical bent followed in the recent issues of "Mercury" ----first "Beacons" (Repeaters?) and
then the one-way QSO in which Moses (Morses?) copied the entire Ten Commandments from the
Lord (L0RD?) without a single IMI? -- is interesting, but I feel impelled to advance the transatlantic
side of the picture. By the time that Columbus made the first DX-pedition in search of a new country
to add to his DXCC, the aborigines of the New World were well into independent research towards
alternate modes of long-range communications. The need for this arose when Trades Union local
No.1, Runners and Messengers Association, called a general strike against the Inca Empire for a
higher rate per mile. The rulers of the Empire financed experiments through a series of grants for
study into drums, signal fires and carrier condors. None were outstandingly successful.
Then a backyard genius, whose name has unfortunately been lost down through the ages, conceived
the idea of linking long lines of Andean dogs (Canus Codeus) mouth-to-tail between major cities.
Squeezing the tail of the dog in city A caused a reflex action; the dog bit into the tail of dog No.2
which in turn exhibited the same reflex...and so on down the Line. Branch Lines of dogs fed this relay
signal into secondary cities. A crude code of long and short barks was devised to convey intelligence
through the system.
A second un-named genius looked at the cost of animals and dog biscuits and reasoned that the same
effect could be achieved without the line of dogs, using one canine in each city or station. Thus was
dogless communication born. Finally a third genius proposed that large and small dogs (with lower
and higher-pitched yelps) might be employed, so that there would be no interference among different
circuits.
Thus it was that the arrival of Columbus was known on the far west coast of South America
moments after his arrival in the Indies. The natives, however, did not reveal their secret to Chris, with
the result that he missed out on a whole group of new countries and claimed only "Hispaniola" in his
Log.
Do not imagine that the Indians of Central and South America lived in isolation. They were in
constant contact with tribes up and down the two continents. Dogless communications was therefore
in common usage, suitably financed by a schedule of licensing fees to the original developers.
Leaping ahead a couple of hundred Years, it is easy to understand why the British forces in North
America were misled by what they thought were meaningless animal yelps and cries. In actuality, the
QSO might have gone like this:
Indian at CP of 56 Rgt. Cree Light Infantry. "Ugh. Who men in funny red coats marching through
forest?. Over". Forward observer: "look like lobsters carrying guns. Big herd, Many scalps. Some
have white scalps. Over." Op at CP: "They advancing toward Company B area?. Will inform if so".
FO Op.: "That is Roger. Company B should make Indian pudding of them. They not look ready for
fight. Pass word to CO B Company". CP Op.: Wilco. Out".
The whole communication system broke down when a young British Mess officer dropped a
package of beef (which would have been imported from Australia had there been an Australia)
intended for that evening's supper. Unfortunately - for the Indians - this was quite near a secret Indian
camp. The signal dogs smelled the meat and broke ranks. In the scramble for the beef the dogs set up
such a racket that the air was filled with QRM for days. In that period, the British learned the secret of
aborigine communications and soon every British unit was equipped with a Signals Intelligence
Section, which was no more than a clumsy Second lieutenant with a basket of beef. Hence the term
"Mess".
WAS HANCOCK SO FAR WRONG
In a recent "My Word" programme on BBC Radio the competitors were asked the meaning of the
word "WEGOTIST". The answer was someone who uses "WE" when he/she means "I". Are you a
"Wegotist"?. A lot of amateurs are!!.
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We take this opportunity of welcoming the
following new members to R.S.A.R.S. and hope
their stay will be a long and happy one.
Before showing details of more recent members, a few additional notes on member No. 1268,
G3CWW, A,W,W, TIMME of 287 GILLROYD LANE, HEIGHTS, LINTHWAITE,
HUDDERSFIELD, HD7 5SY have come to light, Tony writes:
"I learned Morse (and Semaphore) as a Cub around 1934, and was a very keen cadet signaller at
school (Christ's College. Finchley), using Fullerphones, Lucas Lamp, Heliograph, Flag and various
types of surplus ex-Service Field Telephones. Joined a very well organised and trained Home Guard
Signals Platoon around Christmas 1941, which stood me in very good stead when I later volunteered
at 17 for Royal Signals (T.A. enlistment) and joined at Prestatyn in May 1943, just when the S.T.C.
was moving out to Catterick.
Completed OWL training at Catterick in under six weeks (as a result of the previous training
mentioned above) and was posted with a draft to Huddersfield for transfer to the Royal Navy.
Protested at this, having no liking for the sea and having specifically volunteered for Royal Signals,
and was posted to 4th Wireless Group at Egham. Trained with one of the earliest groups of OWK (and
have ever since been grateful for the excellent typing training) and then on to War Office Signals.
Spent about 18 months at Oakhanger (not so far from the Editor's QTH, and, I believe, still an
operational station under R.A.F. control) (Correct, but with big dishes instead of wire aerials - Ed.),
then back to Huddersfield again en route to India. About 4 months spent at WEC in New Delhi, then
on to GHQ Signals. Spent 6 months on detachment in Calcutta as Section Sergeant of 7M (Golden
Arrow) then back to New Delhi for the balance of my service, which finished in August 1947.
While in New Delhi I received much encouragement in Amateur Radio matters from (then) Captain
(QM) W.R. Edwards, VU2AM, also from VU2BF, whose name I cannot now recall, and I was
licensed as VU2CW. Used a very simple but effective 6L6-807 rig which I built from scrap - crystal
controlled, and we spent hours grinding our crystals into the band using an oilstone and Vim - and
they worked!. Who needs a VFO with a call-sign like that!!.
After Service days spent some years on the RSGB Contests Committee, and also declined an
invitation from G3ADZ to join a certain Reserve Unit. I was very active on the amateur bands,
particularly 5 Metres and 2 Metres until about 1955, then had a large break apart from the occasional
Top Band Contest, while my family was growing up. Eventually in 1966 my job brought me back to
Huddersfield once again, and I joined the A.T.C. as a Radio Instructor when my eldest son became a
Cadet, he is now serving in the R.A.F. at Guterslch. Became active again on 2 Metres about 2-1/2
years ago, and am now very active on HF with a FT-101-ZD and an 18AVT vertical antenna, which
works very well indeed from my present location, about 900 feet a.s.l.
I remember very few people from Service days who were known to me as radio amateurs, the only
one I served with and can still recall as a member of RSARS is G3DCZ, but I also came to know Jim
Kirk, G6ZO, after leaving the Service as I lived close to him in NW London.
I should add that my HF activity is entirely on the key. I was presented with my first "Bug" by the
Americans in New Delhi in 1946 and have been using various forms of "electronic" keyers for well
over 30 years. Incidentally, I have a photo album containing some interesting pictures taken during
my service in India, mainly of 7M in Calcutta and at GHQ Signals in New Delhi".
(The Royal Signals Museum would probably be interested in copies of those photos, Tony, why not
drop a line, describing them to The Historical Officer, Regimental Headquarters, Royal Signals,
Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London. SW3 4RH. Please mention RSARS if you do. - Ed..).
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WELCOME - Contd.
RSARS 0951 - ALAN ROWLAND, 31 BONINGTON ROAD, MANSFIELD, NOTTS, NG19 6QH.
Alan is a "re-enlistment" who first joined RSARS in January 1973. We welcome him back with the
details that he served in Royal Signals from 23rd April 1970 until 22nd April 1979, during which time
he served as an Operator in various Units in the U.K.. Germany and Cyprus. He has had a long
interest in Amateur Radio and, during service in Cyprus, he joined the Cyprus Amateur Radio Society
(No. 34). His interest lapsed for a while but has now been renewed, which has prompted the purchase
of a Kenwood R-820. Alan hopes to sit for his ticket soon and we wish him luck. Other interests
include Cartophily, Genealogy and Nottinghamshire Military History particularly regarding the
Sherwood Foresters, Welcome back, OM.
RSARS 1473 - RICHARD GEORGE BUSSELL, GI8TRV, 1 BELMONT DRIVE, BELFAST, BT4
2BL, COUNTY DOWN. Richard is a Cadet Sergeant in the Campbell College C.C.F. which he joined
in 1974. He was licensed in October 1979 after being an active SWL for two years. Using only homebrew equipment he hopes to become a GI4 in the near future. More active interests include Squash
and Cross Country Running with Chess for a contrast. Richard is interested in hearing from other exC.C.F. National Net Operators.
RSARS 1474 - RONALD K. O'DELL, VE3LCB, APARTMENT 3, 134 MAIN STREET,
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO, CANADA, L6V 1N8. It was in 1932 that Ronald first saw service with
The Provincial School of Signals at Aurora, Ontario. This was followed by a period with The Queen's
York Rangers Regiment under the Regimental Number of B 70462. During his service he visited the
U.K. and was at I.C.S.R.U. at Cove and also visited Catterick. He later became an instructor at
I.C.S.R.U. Ronald is a member of the Canadian Amateur Radio Federation and the Peel Amateur
Radio Club Incorporated at Brampton, Ontario. When not operating, VE3LCB enjoys a bit of
woodwork.
RSARS 1475 - LIEUT. JOHN THEODORSON, G8SWL, "FIRCOSE", ORCHARD STREET,
DRAYTON, DAVENTRY, NORTHANTS. It was Tony G3WRY, that passed along info. on the
RSARS to John which resulted in him becoming RSARS 1475. The History Sheet shows the
following: 1964 - Mons O.T.C., 1965 - Catterick on a training course, 1965-66 - 13th Signal
Regiment, 1966-67 - at Shrivenham, 1967 - Blandford, 1967-69 - 2 Division Signal Regiment. John
then left the service in the rank of Lieutenant. Perhaps you knew him as 479786,
RSARS 1476 - WILLIAM CHARLES RIGBY, G4IST, 515 CHORLEY NEW ROAD, HORWICH,
NEAR BOLTON, LANCASHIRE, BL6 6JT- An Industrial Chemist by profession and a member of
The Institute of Science Technology as well as the Bury Radio Society. William started with the
Service around 1942 when he had to visit such places as Swansea and Huddersfield, the result being a
trained Electrician Signals. He was then employed fitting WS 19 into tanks at Chilwell Ordnance
Depot, near Nottingham. He later saw service in North Africa with 11th Armoured Division and then
in Italy with 11 Line of Communication. He was involved in the first radio link down Italy ("What a
job that was!!"). (Why not drop a line and tell us about it sometime. Bill? - Ed.). Present rig is a KW2000-B connected to a 35 feet antenna, but it is hoped that this can be swapped for a G5RV before
long. Other interests include Gliding, Power Flying in Light Aircraft ("When I can afford it!!") and
sailing Dinghies.
RSARS 1477 - ROBERT JOHN BARKER, G3WVV, 5 CHEVIOT CLOSE, BEDFORD, BEDS.
MK41 9EN. Joining us w.e.f. 01-01-80, Robert served in the Corps as a National Serviceman from
1953 until 1955 as an Operator Keyboard and Wireless with War Office Signal Regiment. For the
next three years he was with the Army Emergency Reserve and from 27th April 1965 until 12th May
1970 with the T.A. Royal Signals. He was licensed on 20th September 1967 and enjoys working all
HF bands 160 - 10 Metres. When out of the shack, Robert gets his fresh air by Fell, Moor and
Mountain Walking.
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WELCOME - Contd.
RSARS 1478 - SGT. DAVID GORSE, G8UKU, 1 MQ TA CENTRE, TRIUMPH ROAD, LENTON,
NOTTINGHAM, NG7 2GG. As 24274423 David started his Service career in December 1971 and
passed through 11th and 8th Signal Regiments at Catterick for Recruit and Technical training. It was
in June 1973 that he moved to 1 Arty Bde HQ and Signal Sqdn., BFPO 102, and then it was back to
Catterick on a T1 Course. From June 1977 until March this year David found himself serving with the
Volunteers, in fact with 87 Signal Sqdn (V), Nottingham, part of 38 Signal Regiment (V). Then the
work began in earnest when David found himself on the Foreman of Signals Course at Blandford. He
became interested in Amateur Radio through the "efforts" of G8OFZ/RSARS 1370, Ian McGowan
and G3LOV, Mike Francis, and obtained his license in October 1979. At present he uses a Pye
Cambridge FM10B set up for S20/S21/S22/R0/R4 and R5, a rig that is mainly used in the /M role
although he can be heard from the same rig at a base station via a Ground Plane about 60 feet up. He
mentions "Currently trying to learn the dreaded Morse but, at the moment, the XYL knows more of it
than I do". Other interests include Military History/Modelling and Sport ("as an armchair spectator").
RSARS 1479 - ANTHONY BRIAN CONSTABLE, G4IXQ, LODGE COTTAGE, FORNHAM ALL
SAINTS, BURY ST. EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK. Perhaps better known to some as 23666374 Corporal
Constable, Special Operator, A1, Tony enlisted on 23 September 1958 and saw The Junior Leaders
Regiment, Denbury Camp, Newton Abbot. He then saw service at 224 Signal Squadron and various
Units in BFPO 40 and BFPO 23. Finally posted to Blandford in 1967 he was eventually "demobbed"
on the 11th August 1967. Other interests include Sea Angling and he would like to contact other
Special Operators with whom he might have served.
RSARS 1480 - REGINALD ALEXANDER, 73 MILVERTON ROAD, WINCHESTER, HANTS.
Reg trained as an Instrument Mechanic at Huddersfield in 1944 and re-mustered as a Radio Mechanic
A II in 1945. He served in Area Signals, 1 West Africa Command HQ, Accra, Gold Coast for 3 years
with most of this time spent travelling around Nigeria. Sierra Leone and The Gambia installing and
repairing Medium Power transmitters of the RCA ET4336 type. Reg is interested in S.W. Listening
and Constructing. (The Editor first met Reg when he came to the Editorial Offices/Lounge at
"Beirnfels" on a TV repair job and it became apparent that the above short history only "skims the
surface". However, because the very nature of the above job is probably still covered by official
legislation, Reg was not pressed for further details, but, it is felt, could probably be told as a first-class
War History publication should conditions ever permit).
RSARS 1481 - THOMAS CHARLES CLARKE, G4IVR. 254 BIRCHFIELD ROAD EAST,
ABINGTON, NORTHAMPTON, NORTHANTS., NN3 2SY. Tom who is also a member of the
RSGB and The Northampton Radio Club, first joined Royal Signals on 3rd December 1942 and was
trained at 1 Operators Training Battalion at Catterick from January 1943 until June 1943 and this was
followed by a tour with 76 Division Signals until September 1943. He then left on Draft ROHZK
(Can YOU remember your Draft designators?? - Ed.) which meant a voyage from Liverpool to Port
Said. It was then a period with 8th L. of C. Signals in Egypt and Libya during 1943 and 1944 and.
from early 1944 until the end of hostilities with 73rd Medium Regiment RA Signal Section in Egypt,
Palestine and Italy. Other Units, prior to repatriation to Pocklington in May 1947 and subsequent
demob in June 1947, were 201 Sub Area Signals, 181 Medium Wireless Squadron (at Udine, Italy),
24 Guards Brigade Signal Squadron (Duino Castle, Italy) and the usual Transit Camps on the way. No
other hobbies or interests are listed.
RSARS 1482 - RUSSEL WILLIAM DAVEY, RS 42351. "TANGLEWOOD", 1 LAMBSCROFT
WAY, CHALFONT ST. PETER, GERRARDS CROSS, BUCKS., SL9 9AW. Although the
Application Form shows Russell as RS 42351, many members will have worked him under his new
call-sign of G4KEM- (Congratulations - Ed.). In 1938 Russell was at the Royal Signals Depot, 'E'
Company for Wireless Training and this was followed by 'A' Section, 2nd Division Signals at
Aldershot, BEF, France, India and Burma. In 1943 the Unit was Z18 HQ Combined Operations
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The formation of the N.C.R.A. was helping the public to really become aware of what CB was all
about, and the response to the efforts of the Association by way of membership applications and
financial assistance was enormous. The time was now right for the Executive of the Association to
approach the government.
This meant that submissions had to be written, petitions circulated, signatures collected and returned
to the government.
Whilst the N.C.R.A. was being formed another Group was emerging from the ranks of the CBers.
This was a Group called C.R.E.S.T. (Citizens Radio Emergency Service Teams). This organisation
was modelled on the lines of the United States organisation called REACT, a CB emergency service
organisation. CREST was also formed in September 1976 and in October 1976 it took its first
emergency call, Since then CREST has been officially recognised by the government and has taken
thousands of "emergencies". CREST and the N.C.R.A. in those days, ran hand in hand, and it was
largely through CREST that acceptance of CB, with people having radios in their cars, etc., and
giving early warning of road accidents, disasters, bush fires, floods, etc., became accepted. It is felt
that the emergency services offered by CB radio went a long way in getting final authorisation for the
service in Australia.
During this time the "Truckies" made a big impact on CB. This was largely due to the vast distances
they travelled in the open country between States. It was in these areas that they used CB to the full,
maintaining CB contact between trucks on the extensive State highways and passing such information
as the location of radar speed traps, road conditions, accidents, weather reports and, in general, lots of
information valuable to any motorist travelling these lonely strips of road.
I feel that it was the "Truckies" that gave the biggest boost to CB not only here in Australia but in
the United States as well, as there they used CB radio right from the start, Australia tends to follow
most things done in the States, and I think that it is a "natural" that CB in the United Kingdom will
catch on in the same way.
In the early days more and more people were buying and operating CB radios - probably for the
thrill that illegality presented - not knowing if the car coming down the street was just a passing
motorist or the Radio Inspector who had tracked them down and was about to take their rigs away
from them. And so it went on. CB was expanding, and it did not take long for the rat-bag element to
appear. (Editors note - "Rat-bag" as used here is an Australianism and best explained by VK2NLE's
XYL as "A cad or a rotter. One who does not play the game according to the rules").
It was unfortunate that here in Australia the frequencies that were allocated to CB when it became
legal were also Amateur frequencies. This was the 11 Metre Band - 27 MHz. Amateurs tended to be
against CB in order not to lose an allocated frequency band which, due to the sunspot cycle, was
becoming a DX band. CBers were also taking advantage of the conditions on 27 MHz and they were
vastly outnumbering the Amateurs. Unfortunately, some of our licensed Amateurs became "rat-bags"
and jammed CB transmissions, including 27∙065 MHz. the CB emergency frequency and held carriers
on CB emergency traffic.
The CBers organised their operating so that Channels 1 to 12 were reserved for AM transmissions
and Channels 13 to 23 were for SSB. This tied in with the American system of Channel usage.
The fight continued - CB versus Amateur, Amateur versus CB, CB versus the government, with the
government attempting to abolish CB in Australia.
Then, on March 11th, a convoy - a national convoy - was arranged to go to Canberra to present to the
Minister of Posts and Telecommunications a petition containing many thousands of signatures
requesting the legalisation of CB. This convoy was unbelievable, they came from all the States of
Australia. The convoy from Sydney alone was nearly two miles long and had a full police escort all
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the way from Sydney to Canberra, a distance of approximately 150 miles. The police were very cooperative, and an armistice was agreed that there would be no "busts" of anyone using a CB radio on
that week-end. And the armistice was really kept.
The convoy was orderly and eventually arrived in Canberra to find people waiting in their thousands
outside Parliament House. The Minister came out and the petition handed over. Everyone was in good
spirits but nothing happened.
On the 13th March 1977 the National Operations Director, the National Secretary, and many other
key personnel of CREST led a convoy from Sydney to Canberra to demonstrate for the right
to enjoy a legal Citizens Radio Service in Australia. The convoy was escorted by Army armoured
vehicles, DUKWs, Armoured Personnel Carriers, etc. The convoy left Sydney, again with a police
escort, and was joined by smaller convoys from all over New South Wales and other States - all
making their way to Canberra. When the convoy reached Lake George in the southern part of New
South Wales it was guided into the capital by CBers located in the Capital Territory and broadcasting
from a light aircraft, directing them through side roads and informing them of traffic conditions, etc.,
and generally being of great assistance in convoy discipline. However, their main role was to coordinate the arrival of convoys from Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide.
When the convoy reached the Australian Capital Territory border they were met by an escort of
Canberra police. All traffic lights and intersections were under police control to allow the convoy to
proceed without interruption to the Parliament House.
The convoy, by this time, was approximately 10 miles in length and it arrived at Parliament House
to the cheers of thousands of CBers already assembled, together with members of the public who had
turned out to support the cause. The convoy was the largest ever seen in Australia and, according to
the police, one of the most orderly demonstrations they had ever seen.
Now the battle was on in earnest. Meetings were set up between CREST N.C.R.A. and the
government. Draft submissions were again written and, after 32 continuous hours work the final
submission was ready and submitted to the government. The submission was acceptable. Half the
battle had been won and it was now up to the government to decide if they would legalise CB in
Australia.
CB was legalised - under certain conditions!. These conditions were that CB sets brought into the
country had to be type-approved and had to comply with the standards of the Australian Wireless
Telegraphy Act. This was agreed and done. Then came the second "crunch" - 18 channels only, not 23
as certain channels in the 23 channel system interfered with other emergency services particularly the
Marine Emergency Service. So 18 channels became the order of the day.
Manufacturers and stock-holders of 23 channel equipment began a modification programme to
provide 18 channels. However, the Amateur versus CBer fight continued, and the "rat-bags" were still
there.
Then the Wireless Institute of Australia approached the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications
and the result was that the Amateurs lost 11 Metres (27 MHz) and were given 10 Metres (28 MHz)
instead. The Amateurs were happy - or were they?
Were conditions on 28 MHz the same as on 27 MHz? Time would tell. Most Amateurs moved to 28
MHz if only to get away from the CBers!. Some stayed and continued the "rat-bag" attitudes towards
the now-legal CBers on 27 MHz. They were generally ignored - CB was here to stay.
The Amateurs had the advantage. Those who were anti-CB moved to 28 MHz, those who wanted to
operate CB stayed on 27 MHz and those who wanted the best of both worlds operated on both
frequencies.
The government still had one thing in their favour - the CB licensing fee of $A25 PER RADIO!.
The majority of people had at least two installations, one at home and one in the car, thus having to
pay $A50 for the CB privilege as compared with $A12 for a Full Amateur License which allowed allmode 400 Watts P.E.P. operation whereas the CBer was restricted to 18 channels and 5 Watts.
Obviously, a very lucrative business for the government!
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The N.C.R.A. stepped in again and took action with the government to reduce the license fee. To cut
a long story short, 12 months later the CB license fee was reduced and it is now $A25 for 5 radios,
Everyone was again happy.
The N.C.R.A. had fought for the cause and had won most of their objectives and their actions
continue. We are now looking for 40 channels, unrestricted antenna height and unrestricted contact
distance.
The rules applied to Australian CB Radio can be quite complex, as can be seen from the government
publication known as RB-14 - but that is another story!.
The government has recently delivered another blow to the CBer - all HF CB transmissions must
cease by 1982. What happens then?. The UHF CB Service will be fully operational. At the moment
the two services (HF and UHF) are running in parallel. The HF Service operates between 27∙015 and
27∙225 MHz, and the UHF Service between 476 and 477 MHz. Due to the limitations of UHF this
service has not been accepted by the CBer to the same extent as HF.
Everyone assumed that UHF was purely line-of-sight communications, but many CBers, including
myself, who are using the service, have been very surprised by the results obtained. No "skip"
conditions as on 27 MHz but contacts over 100 miles are well-known. Generally a much quieter band,
little interference, no I.S.M.
Another advantage of the UHF service is that we have already been allocated 40 channels with
another 40 channels to come. The radios in use on UHF at the moment are Philips FM-320 designed
and manufactured here in Australia. These radios do have their problems all of which appear to have
been overcome by their CB operators. CBers are not just operators and many of the UHF sets now
being operated on the CB band have been extensively modified to include such things as scanners,
pre-amplifiers, etc. The UHF CB band is a very useful band and I am sure that it will eventually
"catch on", particularly when HF CB disappears in 1982.
However, it is felt that both HF and UHF CB services will continue to run side by side despite the
government decision. The N.C.R.A. is fighting to retain the 27 MHz service. A large percentage of
the estimated 100,000 HF CBers in New South Wales will doubtless move to UHF, although it is hard
to understand what will happen to all those HF radios in 1982!.
Both HF and UHF have their problems, the "rat-bag" element has already appeared on UHF and on
HF the TVI problems have increased considerably since the introduction of CB radio. It should be
noted, however, that the vast majority of CB TVI/BCI interference cases have been proved to be due
to poor technical standards within the television and Hi-Fi equipment, whereas the radio set must
conform to very stringent technical standards. Unfortunately, Mrs Jones next door as with Amateur
Radio, only understands that her TVI started "when the man next door put up his aerial and started
broadcasting". It is almost impossible to explain that her TV is at fault! ("It wasn't there before you
came..,..").
The UHF service does not appear to create TVI or BCI problems and does not apparently create
interference to other services. However, Mobile to Mobile operation can be a little difficult at times,
but Base to Mobile or Base to Base provides a good service.
On both HF and UHF we have CREST - the Citizens Radio Emergency Service Teams. They
operate an emergency service throughout Australia on 27∙065 MHz on HF and 476∙525 MHz on UHF.
CREST operates 24 hours per day and 7 days per week taking in all types of emergency messages.
These have been a traveller from another State who has been lost, a pregnant woman with a brokendown car, a major accident, bush fires (which are well-known here in Australia) and many other
cases. CREST also specialises in setting up radio communications in remote areas where other forms
of communication are sparse. Emergency traffic can then be speedily passed to the authorities which
might otherwise have had to be handled by courier.
CREST is a highly organised national team and is recognised by the Government as the emergency
service in Australia. Unfortunately, they do not provide any financial backing!!!.
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Another aspect of CB radio has been the setting up, along the east coast of Australia, of "Truckie"
bases. These are equipped with both HF and UHF CB radios and allow a traveller between south-east
and north-east Australia to be constantly in touch with a Base wherever he may be. This service is an
essential one particularly in the case of a vehicle breakdown in a country where one can travel 100
miles without ever seeing a signpost. A CB radio in a vehicle is a very reassuring piece of equipment
under such circumstances.
Summarising, CB radio in Australia is a good thing and a benefit to most of the population. It must
however, be properly organised and used. One bad driver on the road can do a lot of damage - the
same applies to CB. The advantages of CB are numerous. Apart from those already mentioned,
communications for the handicapped, the bedridden and the aged are, perhaps, to the forefront. CB
radio has been responsible for many new friendships, many new Clubs and Societies and the
organisation of many social events.
In a country like Australia with coasts 2,500 miles apart, CB radio has been a Godsend. The few bad
apples in the CB barrel are fast being discarded thanks to Government and CB operator action. CB is
here to stay.

BOOK REVIEW.
(Well not exactly a Book Review, but details of two publications recently received at RSARS HQ.
Both are from Australia and both very interesting. - Ed.)
"SIGNALMAN "
"Signalman is the magazine of The Royal Australian Corps of Signals and is produced by an Editor,
Deputy Editor and five Assistant Editors. It is interesting to note that this Editorial panel consists of a
Lieut. Col., a Major, 2 Captains, 2 Lieutenants and 1 Second Lieutenant, and includes one "lady
member" and one RSARS member!. The magazine runs to 52 pages, is well designed and laid out and
the content covers a wide variety of subjects ranging from the technical (Analogue to Digital
Conversion of Voice Signals), through historical (Forty Years of Army Design) and topical
(Operation Drake - Round the World. Oct. 78 - Oct. 80), military units (6 Signal Regiment) to
humorous (A cartoon showing two manpack operators being chased by a bull and one saying to the
other "D'yer think there'd be any point in whippin' off a quick MAYDAY on th' international distress
frequency?"). There is also a short article complete with photograph, showing the Director of
Communications, Colonel P.J.A. Evans and the CO of 6 Signal Regiment, Lieutenant Colonel R.F.
Eather facing a Subaltern's Court charged with "Lying about their heights before a recruiting officer,
representing King George IV (Yes, the Fourth! - Ed.) in order to gain entry into the Australian Army"
"Conspiring to reduce the stature of their office by repeatedly being caught short on the job". The
Court was convened at the Dining-In Night for 1/80 Royal Australian Signals Young Officers Course.
(Despite standing on chairs when being measured for evidence, both defendants were found "Guilty" Ed.).
The magazine has cover, some adverts and some pictures in full colour, this editions cover showing
The Royal Australian Signals Golden Jubilee Memorial. Page 25 contains a reproduction, in colour, of
the painting "Signals in Viet-Nam 1965-1972" - a painting certainly destined to become as famous in
Australian Signals circles as "Through" is here.
The magazine is well supported by advertisers ranging from major military contractors (Marconi
Space and Defence Systems, STC, Racal, etc,) to local Income Tax Advisory Services and even
"Mama Luigi's" take-away!.
The Royal Australian Corps of Signals and the Editorial panel are to be congratulated on the
production of a first-class magazine.
************************************
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AMATEUR RADIO AT SEA.
VK2DGS/RSARS 1483.
(The following article was received from VK2DGS via VK2NLE and deals with Amateur Radio at
sea in a form not usually associated with everyday /MM operation. It is indeed fortunate that
VK2DGS survived to tell the tail!)
I am probably unique amongst Radio Amateurs in that I have twice been in the unfortunate position
of finding it necessary to call "May Day" while at sea. My friend Les, VK2NLE, has twisted my arm
to produce an article for "Mercury", as he claims it would be of interest to all my fellow Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Society members.
The first occasion was in September 1979, when I was navigator and radio operator on the "Hei
Konei-Ra", a ferro-cement ketch built in New Zealand for the owner-skipper, Arnold Carey, a
Canadian married to an Australian girl. The ship was registered in British Columbia, Canada, and was
being taken to Taiwan for re-fitting. We left Sydney on the 13th August with a crew comprising the
owner, myself, a former auto-electrical apprentice, a Belgian cook and his girlfriend.
We went straight to Rabaul from Coff's Harbour, where we dropped anchor at 2025K (K = 10 hours
ahead of Greenwich - Ed.) on 12th September. We remained long enough in Rabaul to effect some
repairs, including the laying of some concrete around the rudder shaft, which had become rather loose
and sloppy.
We departed Rabaul at 0725K on the 23rd September. Winds varied between zero (when we were,
of course, becalmed) and strength 7. Then came a period of overcast skies, when the sun and stars
were obscured. Dead reckoning positions were inaccurate due to our inability to hold a constant
steady course, and also not knowing the speed of our current and our leeway, due to gale force winds.
Our position at 01/1215 was 4 degrees 55 Minutes North, 152 degrees 14 Minutes East. North East
passage through the reef to Truk was then 155 Nautical Miles, bearing 357 Degrees.
Then the storms started. We received advice from the Met. Bureau via KC6CI, an Amateur Radio
station at Truk, to steer South to run from the gale now building up. We were already doing this, as
we did not know our exact position and reefs and small islands were hazards we wanted to avoid.
At this time, our alternator stopped functioning and, on investigation, we found that the belt was
loose, and that our water pump bearing had failed and was leaking. From now on, we were unable to
use the engine; consequently, no mechanical propulsion, no battery charging, no refrigeration, and as
our stove required an electric fan, we also had no stove, which meant no bread, no hot meals and no
drinks. I had my own battery for the radio transmitter, which I henceforth used sparingly.
On the morning of 6th October, I managed to get three sun sights, which definitely established our
position as 5 Degrees 52 Minutes North, 152 Degrees Minutes East. This was our last celestial sight.
The next day, while the skipper was at the helm, the brackets holding our back stays to the mast
failed, and the stays sprang back like an elastic band. Had they hit him, he could have been killed.
Fortunately, the main beam saved him.
We now had no propulsion at all, so I worked our D.R. (Dead Reckoning) position and called "May
Day". I was immediately answered by KG6JBX, on Guam Island, also an Amateur Radio operator.
He took control, notified Guam Coastguard and, before long we had several other hams guarding the
frequency and chasing off any Amateur who started to transmit within 5 KHz of my frequency. As my
signals were sometimes weak, other hams would relay my information to him. This would be passed
on to Guam Coastguard, who notified the Governor of Truk, who diverted two ships to look for us.
Next day, a U.S. Navy 'plane was sent to look for us, and another U.S. Navy 'plane on meteorological
duties was also diverted. This 'plane was carrying out survey work on the brewing typhoon in which
we were shortly to become involved.
Later that afternoon, I picked up the aircraft radio at strength 3 and again later at strength 7, then 9
and finally 10 db over 9. This I reported to KG6JBX who passed it on to the aircraft. Then we heard
the sound of aero engines very faintly. I told Rafael, the operator of KG6JBX, and from this
information the planes deduced our direction. At about 1530K they found us, dropped a Sonarbouy
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beside us, and advised us that the "Micro-Dawn", the rescuing ship, was headed in our direction. We
were told that the "Micro-Dawn" would be at our position at about 0100 hours next morning, and to
transmit VHF every half-hour and to report to Guam every hour on HF.
Something apparently went wrong. I have heard that the radar sets on both aircraft and the "MicroDawn" went u/s and also that our position was reported incorrectly by the planes. The "Micro-Dawn"
could not find us where we were reported, so next morning another 'plane was sent to find us. The
procedure of the previous day was repeated, and we were again found later that morning. The 'plane
dropped another Sonarbuoy beside us, and kept flying between us and the "Micro-Dawn" until their
fuel reached a minimum, when they returned to base. The "Micro-Dawn" was then in sight. "MicroDawn" eventually reached us and took us in tow, but only just in time, as we had drifted to within 400
yards of the Minto Reef, which already had the hulks of two ships as witness of the danger. This is a
tribute to Amateur Radio and "Hams". KG6JBX was on duty for forty-eight hours, except from 0200 0900, when he was relieved by K1GGS/KG6. Amateurs as far afield as New Zealand, ZL2SO,
Saipan, KG6RL (Dan. the Attorney General for the Trust Territories) who, incidentally, twice rang
my wife during the episode, and numerous "hams" in the USA who guarded the frequency. To these
people, the Guam Coastguard, the crews of RT054 and MS176, and the Governor of Truk, I shall
forever be grateful.
At this stage, I shall make no comment about the Australian station who heard my "May Day" call
and merely commented on it to the station he was working and did absolutely nothing. I later learned
that my friend Kenichi. JE2ARR, in Kasagai near Nagoya, had contacted the Japanese Coastguard,
who rang the United States Coastguard on the mainland. Also Ken had contacted VK2NND who rang
the Marine Operations Centre at Canberra. And my friend Colin Marks, VK2NOT. The surprising
thing to me was that they had not been able to locate us fairly readily by radar, and also having
dropped a Sonarbuoy on the first day, why they could not have detected us by locating the Sonarbuoy
on the second day.
The second "May Day" occasion was in February this year (1980). In response to an advertisement
in "The Sydney Morning Herald", I applied for a position as a crew member of the yacht "Thisbe",
which was to sail for Manila via Cairns. I was engaged to go along, and take my transmitter, and also
act as Second Navigator. The "Thisbe" was a thirty metre timber built vessel whose origin was
clouded in some doubt. We were informed that she had been built in about 1930, but it appears that
she was actually built in 1910 as an ammunition lighter and refitted about 1930. The previous owner
had used it for shark fishing and later for removing swimming pools and dumping debris and rubbish.
It was therefore, not built for sailing, but a sister vessel had been converted to a sailing boat - in fact,
it had been converted to a ketch. So this vessel similarly had two masts installed, with schooner rig. I
understood that she had been sailed and tested before our departure, but apparently this was incorrect.
The only sailing it had done was two or three days before we left, when we went down the harbour
with both the sails and the two engines running. This was not really a fair test.
The morning we left, both our engines broke down just after rounding Bradley's Head in Sydney
Harbour, so we continued under sail to leave Sydney and proceed northwards. We had difficulty in
tacking out of the Heads, which is the entrance to Sydney Harbour and is one mile wide. On our
second attempt we almost ended up on the rocks at North Head. On our third attempt we made it and
continued up the coast to Pittwater.
I contacted the skipper by Amateur Radio to tell him that we had trouble, and needed a bottle of
ether. This appeared to be necessary to restart a diesel engine after it had overheated. The breakdown
coming down the Harbour, we were informed by the ship's Engineer, was due to a plastic bag
blocking the water intake, and so causing the engine to overheat.
We made three attempts to enter Broken Bay without success, so finally we entered off Commodore
Heights. The Skipper, in the meantime, realising we had difficulty, hired a motorboat and brought the
ether out to us. In a very short time we had the engines running and we dropped
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him in Pittwater, and proceeded on our way.
We had several breakdowns after that. One, we were told, was due to a fuel blockage, another, to the
pump breaking down, but eventually we reached Coff's Harbour and pulled in there for repairs.
Several days later, repairs having been effected to our pumps, etc., we again proceeded on our way.
On leaving Coff's Harbour I picked up a Radio Storm Warning and informed the Skipper that there
were gale warnings from Bowen in Queensland to Sandy Cape, I believe it was. At this stage I must
regress a little.
When installing my transmitter, I expressed the view to the permanent Skipper, who incidentally,
was not going to accompany us to Cairns but was to join us at a later date, that the batteries, in my
opinion, were too old and would not hold a charge. Also the cabling that had been installed for the use
of my transmitter was too long and not heavy enough. I was informed not to worry about the battery,
that there were two spare brand-new batteries and also a diesel auxiliary generator which I could use
if need be. As I had anticipated, because of the long leads and the poor battery regulation, I could not
use my battery operated linear amplifier of 200 Watts capacity, so all I could use was my FT-7. This
was about 50 Watts output. Because of QRM, QSOs with my Amateur contacts in Sydney were
somewhat precarious. I remarked to the Skipper, in the presence of the Engineer, that I would use the
new batteries, at which the Engineer interjected and said I would NOT. He informed me that he had
been told he was responsible for all equipment in the Engine Room, and that I was NOT going to use
one of the new batteries. I said that in that case, I would re-wire the batteries connected to my
transmitter by shorter, heavier wire, and he again replied "You will not do any such thing, there arc
too many wires in the Engine Room as it is". Hence, I had to try to maintain contact with an FT-7
only and a poor voltage supply.
As I said, when leaving Coff's Harbour, I reported the gale warning to the Skipper. Late that
afternoon or next morning (I forget which) he asked me for a weather report, which I tried to get, but
the generator noise made it impossible to receive the coastal radio stations on our RDF. I told the
Skipper of this position and said that I could do nothing unless I had the co-operation of the Engineer.
The Skipper, who incidentally happened to be an old Army chum of the Engineer, refused to take any
action, so we henceforth had no weather reports.
Just north of Sandy Cape and Fraser Island, we ran into some very bad weather. Once again, one of
our engines failed, so we decided we would turn round and head for Maloolbar. We knew there were
engineering facilities there to enable us to repair the engines once again. The weather grew much
worse, to a degree where it was dangerous to remain on deck, so we lashed the helm in the midships
position, and set off for Maloolbar. About ten minutes later a huge wave washed over us and wrecked
the helm. We therefore had no steerage, so the Skipper decided to cut the remaining engine, and
instructed me to call "May Day". This I did, and managed to contact VK2YL, who passed the
information on to the Caloundra Signals Station and to the Canberra Marine Operations Centre. I
made arrangements to speak to him again at two o'clock next morning. I forgot, to mention that the
"May Day" call was about quarter to twelve on the Sunday night. At two o'clock I again called
VK2YL, but there was no response. I assumed that he had gone to sleep and not woken up. It later
transpired that he was on the air at two o'clock and also that the Posts and Telecommunications station
was also on watch, and both of them had been trying to call me. I do not know why we did not
communicate, but it was either that I had come up on frequency at two o'clock New South Wales time
(which observed Daylight Saving Time) and not at two o'clock Queensland time (which does not), or,
perhaps, that I was on the wrong band, but as I do not recall altering the band on finishing the QSO
after the first "My Day", this is unlikely.
Just about four or five in the morning, another heavy wave struck the ship and busted the side of the
deck-house out, leaving a wide gap through which following seas swept in on top of us. We tolerated
this for a while, then two of the crew, after putting on safety harnesses, went out and nailed the side of
the deck-house back into position. However, a gap of about half an inch remained, and water
continued to pour in from the heavy seas. Besides this, water was leaking in
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somewhere or other, and it was gradually coming up. We abandoned the forward section, and all the
crew assembled in the "Dog-house", which was the Chart-room, Radio-room and contained the bunks
for the Skipper and myself. Two crew members slept in the Skippers bunk and the other three slept, or
tried to sleep, in my bunk. Everything was sopping wet - our clothing, the bunks and our sleeping
bags. We all had on our wet-weather gear and our life jackets, and this made sleeping rather difficult.
Not only were we wet, we were also uncomfortable under these circumstances. We just lay there in
anxious anticipation of the next big wave crashing down on us and splashing over us. Then the side of
the cabin was busted by a big wave. I tried once more to call for aid on my FT-7 - but there was no
response. Water was dripping out of it. The FT-7 was obviously of no further use. We did happen to
have an old, obsolete Double Sideband AWA Transmitter. I had previously tried to tune it without
any result. I could neither tune it nor load it, so informed the Skipper that the set was useless.
However, after my set was destroyed by water, the Skipper decided to try the old AWA set, the old
Seafarer. While one member of the crew held the aerial in by hand, the Skipper talked into the
microphone, informing any listener of our approximate position and the emergency we were in.
Shortly afterwards, while we were operating the Radio Direction Finder to establish our position, we
tuned in to Radio Bundaberg to hear the news. We were informed that the "Thisbe" had given two
"May Day" calls - BUT WAS NOW PRESUMED LOST. We had only made one successful "May
Day" call, however, and we were somewhat puzzled by the statement that we had made two calls. I
presumed that my second "May Day" at two o'clock had been heard, but we were not sure. Although
it seemed unlikely, it may have been that the "May Day" sent out by the Skipper on the old Seafarer
had been heard - I felt that this was an impossibility.
The Skipper decided to make another call on the old Seafarer, and following my advice, he asked
that if we were received they give Radio Bundaberg the message to acknowledge receipt of the call.
So, as soon as we had completed what I felt was a futile call, we tuned in to Radio Bundaberg, and
shortly afterwards, the station ceased transmitting and the announcer said -This is a message for the
yacht "Thisbe". We are receiving your "May Day". Would you please advise us if you can receive us
on 2182". The miracle of miracles seems to be that the front end of the transmitter was sufficient for
them to pick up the signal, but not sufficiently strong enough for them to take RDF bearings on us.
We again gave them our Dead Reckoning from our little RDF set and they asked us how many flares
we had left, to which we replied "Twelve". I forgot to mention that this transmission was being
carried out from the rescuing aircraft.
The aircraft said that they intended to follow our bearings from Bundaberg and for us to fire flares
on their instructions. This we did but visibility was so poor - only about 500 yards - that they were
unable to see us. Next day the Skipper went out on deck to see if he could see or hear any searching
planes, and shouted out excitedly that he could see an island with a lighthouse on it. The poor old
fellow was having hallucinations we thought, but on racing out on deck we confirmed his statement. It
was, indeed, Lady Elliott Island, and within half an hour we were on the reef, each succeeding wave
pushed us farther on to the reef, until finally we did not move any farther. The question then arose when should we abandon ship???. Was the tide going in or out???. If the tide was coming in and we
remained on ship, the situation could get worse. Should we be forced to abandon ship at nightfall, it
could have been tragic. Finally, one of the crew members said "Well, I'm off!" and started for the
shore. One of the light-house keepers had come out half way to the boat, which was about 300 yards
out, with a long rope and soon the first crew member was safe and sound ashore. He was quickly
followed by two others. Then the Skipper went overboard to make his way ashore, but he had
difficulty and was being swept out to sea when his Engineer friend grabbed him and helped him
ashore. I was the last to leave the ship. I clambered over the side hanging on to a piece of rope about
twenty feet long. I proceeded as far as I could and then let go. I was washed away by the rip and
grabbed hold of a piece of coral where I rested for a few moments
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I then made another attempt to proceed ashore, but once again I was swept vigorously downstream
by the current. I then grabbed hold of another piece of coral. At this stage I thought that this was the
end - no way could I swim against the strong rip. I thought that I would be swept out to sea and would
shortly die of exposure or would, perhaps, be taken by a shark. However, the Senior Light-house
Keeper had waded out to within 30 feet of me. He called out "Come on, if you can make it to here
you'll be alright". I knew I had no hope of swimming overarm with a life jacket on, so I turned over
on to my hack and did the life-saving kick as vigorously as I could. I don't know how I made it, but
fortunately I did. After I had swum that 30 feet, I was just about completely exhausted. The lighthouse keeper grabbed me and helped me ashore.
That, fellow members, is the story of both my "May Day" calls and my adventures at sea. There is
one spark of humour, however, when my FT-7 broke down and communication was lost, the Marine
Operations Centre at Canberra rang my wife to inform her of the sad news. Instead of my wife
breaking down and crying or, alternatively, shouting for joy at having got rid of me, she just replied
"Oh, don't worry - he's alright - he's unsinkable".

A BERET ON A ROUGH HEWN CROSS.
Bill Eason.
(Written above Sword Beach after the D-Day landings 8th June 1944).
A beret on a rough hewn cross in a cornfield in Normandy.
No name have you yet, Soldier.
Your dog-tags carefully docketed by forward burial detail.
Your unknown identity marked by reference number punched in aluminium.
He who ploughed this field last winter and fed the seeds to furrows early Spring
Looked down towards the grey waters lashing steel fangs jabbing seawards.
Lifted his eyes toward the lowered skies
whence came the throbbing drone of bombers
and thought "They will come this Summer".
He who ploughed this field last Winter
and sowed the seed whence sprang this ripening corn
knew not he turned his soil for richer dust.
Green swords thrust through crust of earth
drank thirstily of late Spring rains.
Stalks Sprang towards the sun, formed ears, awaited
the green beret now swinging on this rough hewn cross.

DID YOU KNOW.....?
That the Earth is just over 5,984, years old. Archbishop Ussher in the 17th Century, after a study of
Scriptural chronology, fixed the date of creation as Sunday 23rd October 4004 BC. (The OWL
reckons that he has an invite to a party of Saturday the 22nd!!).
That the average book stores about 1,300,000 characters, the optical disk memory about
12,500,000,000, the U.S. National Archives around 12,500,000,000,000 but the human brain can
manage around 125,600,000,000,000 (except. according to the OWL, in the case of the Editor. where
the upper limit is around 647).
(Tnx, "IBM News").
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A FURTHER MEDICAL BULLETIN ON G3NVK.
(Further to our last report on the effects of "Tumetaefemitis", we now have an up-to-date sitrep from
the nursing staff most closely connected with this tragic case. It will be seen that in some respects
there has been a slight improvement, but in others….. well, read on... Ed.)
Bedside Manor
32 Redwood Avenue
Melton Mowbray
Leicestershire
LE13 1UT
Dear Mr. Editor,
I am sure that many Members of your Society will be anxious of the latest news on my husband.
G3NVK/0138, following your kind report of the sudden onset of his illness: indeed several members
have telephoned with their concern.
Fundamentally Dick is still alive and managing to cope with his daily bread-and-butter employment
but the rather tragic symptoms of his malaise persist.
One or two varied attempts have been made to effect improvement including a Continental holiday:
this only served to bring on a severe attack of what I thought was true delirium in that the first day we
were in France out came his black box and a 7/8ths whip and he was heard moaning "Allo, Allo, ici
F0FUU qui vous-appel et passe a l'ecoute", etc. Week-end therapy consisted of rapid safaris into the
local hills but then again attacks seem to be more acute. On one Sunday morning recently he
disappeared in the car and I feared the worst. It transpired on his return that he had been to work
G3ADZ/A near Houghton on the Hill. Dennis, a fellow patient had travelled from Rugby for the
occasion - a sort of Tumetaefem-Anonymous Meeting I thought, but the resultant card and letter from
Dennis did bring back some gleam into Dick's eyes for a day or two.
Oddly enough the signs seem to abate on Tuesday and Thursday evenings when he goes into the
shack and returns several hours later saying "I've just had control of the 80 Metre Net and feel quite
myself again".
We exhorted Ray, G3EKL, for help by sending some statistics of Dick's operations - Ray kindly and
rapidly responded with two prescriptions labelled "Europe No.7 QRP" and "Europe No.20 VHF" these unfortunately resulted in a complete maniac depressive mood and a chart being pinned onto the
wall to log yet further contacts as the score rose to fever-pitch towards what he keeps saying will be
his "20 Stickers".
It seems that nothing can help us - indeed another sufferer Tony, G3WRY, was heard one Sunday
morning on a TRIO 2300 calling from his bed before breakfast!!!.
Ken, G3WKM, alas the problem of his own son being mildly affected and although I gather his
treatment was to "take RAE" (whatever that may mean), no results are to hand at the time of writing.
I appeal to members for help in alleviating Dick's condition - he says all he wants is QSL cards, but I
did intercept a letter today from Southend acknowledging an expensive order for a supply of "FDK
MULTI 700EX" - maybe this is the cure he so keenly seeks, or will things get worse?

Yours in desperation and God bless you all Jo Winters (Mrs.)

(Since this report was received the OWL understands that the patient and nurse have left for another
Continental holiday. The report was dated 0815 on the 2nd August 1980 and the OWL has it on good
authority that Mr and Mrs 'NVK were clear of Melton Mowbray by 1400 hours the same day. They
say these foreign specialists are wonderful - we hope so!!! - Ed.)
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CAMP 'X'
(The following article, which has close connections with "Intrepid", first appeared in "THE GLOBE
AND MAIL" - Canada's National Newspaper - and was written by Globe and Mail reporter David
Lancashire. We are indebted to Mr Lancashire and the Editor of The Globe and Mail for permission to
reprint in "Mercury" and, in particular, for waiving the normal reproduction fee.)
The Halifax bomber growled above the forests of Czechoslovakia at 3,600 feet, its bomb-bay doors
open. Andy Daniels - sabotage expert, spy, trained killer - took a last sip from a flask of rum and
jumped into the night. As his parachute snapped open, the mission he had begun a year before in
Canada was under way.
It was Sept. 18 1944. Hitler's armies had seized control of Hungary, Mr. Daniels, a Hungarian from
Toronto, was one of a select team of agents assigned to organise resistance fighters against the
Germans, teach them sabotage, teach them to blow up trains the way he had practised on the
Montreal-Toronto railway line. The last four secret missions into Hungary had failed; the agents had
been executed. A document from the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office gives a scant outline
of the Daniels mission:
Armed with a dagger and disguised as a peasant, the spy from Toronto slipped across the frontier
from Czechoslovakia into Hungary. Switching disguises - he was a peasant, a textile executive, a
priest, with forged identity papers for each - he made his way from one underground cell to another
until late October. That was when he was captured.
Hungarian counter-intelligence officers, working with the Germans, interrogated him. Gestapo
interrogators strapped him to a chair and beat him senseless. They fastened electric wires to his groin,
jolted him with shocks. They threatened to put him before a firing squad. They executed a captured
partisan before his eyes. The training he received in Canada kept him from breaking. Then came the
final order: "To be sent to Germany for disposal".
Mr. Daniels was one of more than 500 radio operators and behind-the-lines agents who trained
during the Second World War at a converted farm near Oshawa. The training centre was called Camp
X. Today, like the agents the 275-acre secret base on the shore of Lake Ontario is largely forgotten.
Empty grasslands cover the wreckage of the Camp X farmhouse where Mr. Daniels learned to dash
up the stairs, instantly assemble a dismantled carbine in pitch darkness and dash out again with the
gun blazing. (Ian Fleming, creator of the James Bond books, flunked a secret agent's test in the same
building).
The barn where agents learned to kill bare-handed is gone. Fields cover the underground shooting
range and the place where assassination squads practised blowing up automobiles. Nothing remains of
Hydra, the short-wave transmitter-receiver whose antenna masts flashed British Secret Service code
signals across the Atlantic. The last of Camp X's buildings were burned down in a 1971 training
exercise by the Whitby Fire Department.
Now a group of history-conscious residents of the Whitby-Oshawa area is trying to exhume Camp X
and to raise $1∙5 million for a museum to commemorate its anonymous graduates.
"The camp agents were the ones who carried on the fight while the Allied armies prepared for DDay and they deserve a tribute," says Lynn Hodgson, vice-president of the Camp X Military Museum
Society. "They were the people who fought the enemy behind the lines and gathered intelligence and
organized the resistance. Camp X was the first base of its kind to train people for clandestine
missions. It was formed and run by British Security Co-ordination, whose leader was a great
Canadian, Sir William Stephenson (hero of the book and TV movie, A Man Called Intrepid). It was a
major Canadian contribution to the secret war. This should be known".
The society wants to rebuild the camp on 15 acres of the original land, to create a war-theme park
and to prevent the Liquor Control Board of Ontario from putting a projected warehouse on the historic
site. They want to display photographs and items from Camp X - weapons, German uniforms, silk
scarf escape maps ( made by Eaton's ), radios. "As far as we know no such project
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exists anywhere" says Mr. Hodgson. The society has enlisted Intrepid himself, Sir William
Stephenson, and Lieutenant Governor Pauline McGibbon as patrons of the project.
Mr. Hodgson, a systems analyst for Johns-Manville Co., who wasn't born when Camp X went into
operation in 1941 (the day before the Japanese raid on Pearl Harbour), spent two years untangling the
veil of secrecy surrounding the base. Working with him were his wife Marlene and society director
Alan Longfield, a consultant with the North York Board of Education. Officials gave little help.
The Canadian Government virtually disowns Camp X. "There are no records pertaining to this
operation in Government files," contends a letter from former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's office.
(Yet when Soviet spy Igor Gouzenko defected to Ottawa in 1945, says Mr. Hodgson, the Russian and
his family were whisked to safety at Camp X. And the museum society publishes a magazine called
25-1-1 which it says is the camp's official Canadian file number. The magazine is available from
Oshawa Post Office Box 2355).
Buckingham Palace and the Canadian Defence Department rejected pleas for information and the
British Foreign Office insists all Camp X matters remain under the Official Secrets Act.
People who worked at the camp aren't much more forthcoming. "They were sworn to silence more
than 30 years ago and some won't talk to us even now" says Marlene Hodgson. But one camp
graduate turned up like a ghost from the past at the Hodgson household - Andy Daniels.
"I escaped before they could ship me to Germany" he says simply. He jumped out a door during a
fire alarm and hid in Budapest until the Russians occupied the city. He returned to Toronto in 1945
and was awarded Canadian citizenship.
The man called Intrepid once described Camp X as "the clenched fist preparing for the knockout".
Like the fist, the camp and its surviving agents remain clenched, reluctant to disclose many details of
the past. Mr. Daniels, now 66, still uses the false name, Daniels, he was given by British Intelligence;
even when formally introduced to Lieutenant-Governor McGibbon he refused to disclose his pre-war
identity.
(The Globe and Mail - Toronto)

HEARD ON GB3SL - or THE ULTIMATE IN PIRACY.
A very young G2+2 calls through the repeater, using a very "oldmannish" voice - 1st station "You've
been Silent Key for years!", G2+2 "Yes, I know. I'm calling from the other side". 2nd station "Good
Lord, there must be a lift on!!". G2+2 "Yes, there is. I can only get through when there is a lift on. It's
much better through the satellite". Later comment by 3rd station "Must be the only satellite QSO with
two up-frequencies!".

HEARD ON S21.
The following, supposedly true, story was recently heard on S21. A man in his car was following a
young lady driving a new sports car in the Crawley area. They both pulled up at a drop barrier type
level crossing. Whilst waiting for the barriers to rise, another young lady riding a horse came up on
the near side followed by a man on a scooter. The horse frightened by the scooter reared up and
kicked in the near side door of the sports car. Young lady in sports car gets out and remonstrates with
lady rider. Lady rider blames scooter rider. Heated argument develops. Man walking dog on opposite
side of road decides he should pour oil on troubled waters. Crosses road and ties dog to barrier.
Barrier rises suspending dog in air. Man uses emergency telephone to talk to signalman. Signalman
has some difficulty in understanding about dog in the air. Meanwhile argument finishes and first
young lady returns to sports car and drives off - just as signalman hastily lowers barrier. Barrier lands
squarely across new sports car. It was not reported what happened to the dog!!!.
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A SPONSORED WHAT.....?????
CAPTAIN I. MORRIS G3VPM/0435.
The Club station at the Army Apprentices College in Harrogate has a transient population and,
during their short exposure to amateur radio at G3HKR, much emphasis is placed on the fact that one
doesn't need a £500 transceiver to get a lot of fun out of the hobby. For instance, a demonstration that
the average domestic transistor radio with a short wave band can be used as the station receiver opens
many eyes, and the use of a second receivers local oscillator or a one-transistor VFO as a carrier
insertion oscillator to make the CW and SSB "come alive" catches everyone's attention.
A recent copy of "A Guide to Amateur Radio", written by Pat Hawker. G3VA/RSARS 0663 and
published by the RSGB, came into our possession and the simple transmitter circuit on page 59 came
in for close study. It didn't take long for the simple printed circuit board to be etched, and the one-lung
TX was heard on the station receiver in a very short time, all for less than One Pound Sterling. "How
far will it go?" came next and estimates ranged from a few hundred yards to a couple of miles. By
reducing the power level and going mobile it was possible to show that the ground wave range was
limited and was proportional to the power used. When asked for opinions about the sky wave range
guestimates were similarly pessimistic. Some even thought that the signal wasn't strong enough to
reach the ionosphere, let alone be reflected back to earth again!!!.
Out came pencil and paper in an attempt to show that someone to whom we gave a report of 5 and 9
plus 20 dB ought at least to give our QRP TX 5 and 7 but there were still many doubtful faces. The
proof of the pudding is in the eating and obviously an air test was the only thing that would settle the
matter. Unfortunately, the only crystals available were for 40 Metres and that band in the Winter/early
Spring evenings when the Club was meeting is no place for a QRP transmitter. So it went on the air at
lunch-time the following day and GM3VVF kindly gave us 589 from Edinburgh, 250 kM away. Now
because the boys' time is so closely organised there were no witnesses and, despite the direct QSL
from GM3VVF, it became obvious that the demonstration had to take place during Club hours.
Clearly, 40 Metres was out of the question and, as a chirp on the note indicated that we could use
some isolation between aerial and oscillator, it was decided that a Mk. II version was called for.
Preparations were made to start a CO-BD-PA rig, using BY-51's throughout, giving 14∙040 MHz
from our 40 Metre crystal.
While we were all standing around waiting for the PCB to etch, talk turned once more to its
anticipated range. The designer's contention was if it didn't get to the Continent first go, he would take
the batteries out of his calculator, put them back in his son's TV game and design no more. Other
usually reliable sources said they wouldn't be surprised if the first station worked wasn't a UKsomething-or-other from Russia. Incredulity reigned and there was talk of wagers and bets, followed
by much back-pedalling and ifs and buts and long lectures on the unreliability of the ionosphere and
the fool-hardiness of operating a QRP rig without a VFO.
However, the designer, having opened his mouth wide enough to admit BOTH feet, was pinned in a
corner and forced to admit that of course it could be done but that bets were off, as they were contrary
to Standing Orders. The Manual of Military Law and The Army Act and, besides, he couldn't take the
hard earned bread of fellow hams and SWLs (! - Ed.) What he would be prepared to countenance
(said he, thinking furiously) was another form of Radio Roulette. Suppose, he said, we got interested
people to sponsor it in terms of its range and gave the money to some suitable worthy cause, would
that satisfy the assembled company's sporting instincts?. It apparently would and the PCB was fished
out and work started in earnest. The finished product had a power output of 400 milliwatts and, as this
was considered ample, the project was launched.
Having obtained the Commandant's permission the publicity campaign began and notices,
accompanied by photographs of the transmitter - looking very naked without its case and dwarfed by
the largest Morse key and dry batteries we could find - sprang up in all sorts of places. When the time
was judged ripe the lads with the sponsorship forms descended on the unsuspecting students and
instructors. Count was lost of the number of times that we explained what the Radio Amateur
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Invalid and Blind Club was, and what it did, and of the occasions on which the collectors were slowed
down by reminiscences of who did what with a 6L6 in 1947, but the scheduled date of 2nd April was
approaching (we declined the 1st for obvious reasons) so the collecting of promises stopped and a
final polish was given to the rig and shack in readiness for the horde of visitors we hoped our
publicity would bring.
The great day dawned with the threat of rain. It had been decided that the "Sponsored Send", as it
came to be called, would take place from 1000 to 1400 hours to give as many as possible the
opportunity to visit the shack and to take advantage of the rock-solid conditions into Europe at noon
We had invited our sponsors to covenant in terms of pennies per hundred kilometres of the maximum
range obtained and were anticipating that the single hop of 500 kM would bring in at least 5p per
sponsor.
The Adjudicators - each with something at stake to sharpen his wits assembled, the clock ticked
round to 1000 hours and the "Send" began. Conditions had still not settled into the expected pattern
and the band was full of American stations at good strength. Working one of these would have been a
fine start, but our two available frequencies were shared with powerful continentals, judging by the
calls answered by the W's, and our QRP transmissions were lost in the melee. It took about 90
minutes for this state of affairs to change and the only thing that kept the man on the key sane, and the
judges amused, was a QSO with Jack, G4HYA/RSARS 1420, two miles down the road in the village
of Kiltinghall. Thanks, Jack. Not that his 539 was very encouraging!!. However, after a quick check
of the tuning and the amount of power going up to the antenna and the minuscule amount coming
back down, the operator went back to calling "CQ de G3HKR". The spectators dwindled and all the
Adjudicators bar one remembered things they had to do. The home-brew Morse key rattled away and
the operator felt very lonely indeed.
Then up came OK2PEM calling CQ. Despite the fact that if he had any sort of receiver at all he
must have heard us calling only instants before if the "Scotsman" was working, he was called. After a
heart-stopping couple of seconds he came back with "579 QTH Brno". What a relief!!. The QSO over
the key was handed over to John, G3FMW/RSARS 0131 while the first operator had a quick fag and
got the knots out of his fingers. The word spread very quickly and soon we were answering a flood of
questions from spectators crowding into the shack. Up went the red arrow on the map and the Latitude
and Longitude of Brno were punched into the micro-computer that had been brought into the shack to
work out the ranges. 11,190 kM it said and a number of faces at the rear of the crowd lost their pale,
tense look. It transpired that the QTH of the station worked had been corrupted from Brno to Brunei
as it went from mouth to mouth!!. While the crowd was at its height John rattled off QSO's with
DF3AC near Hamburg and DL1JG/OE in Salzburg and everyone was duly impressed with the
achievement and John's Morse.
By this time the inner man was calling many of our spectators to lunch and the crowd dwindled
again. Soon they were down to a handful but they were sufficient to witness a reply from UK2GBR in
Riga, Latvia, which raised the maximum range obtained to 1460 kM. Conditions continued to
improve into Eastern Europe and G3HKR lay in wait for a UA3 station, hoping for the cachet of a
QSO with Moscow to round off the "Send" nicely. Meanwhile, the rain lashed down outside, driven
by fierce gusts of wind. Up came the long-awaited UA3 calling CQ on the G3HKR channel and a
reply was made, but to no effect. "You're not doing anything to that meter" came a lugubrious voice
from the back of the small crowd. A quick check proved that indeed we were not. The violent winds
had loaded the specially erected 20 Metre dipole with precipitation static and this had brought about
the demise of the transistor in the PA stage. Everything in the shack was earthed, of course, with the
exception of the mini-rig and the demonstration was brought to a sudden end with just 20 minutes to
run.
A number of lessons had been learned. We learned, for instance, that even battery powered
equipment must be earthed and that the zener diode seen in the published designs for QRP trans-
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transmitters is not just there to protect the PA stage from spikes in the power supply. We also found
that a transmitter that cost only £3-65p and that worked from dry batteries could achieve ranges of up
to 1500 kM and probably more.
In a wider context we demonstrated that low power communication is viable and that the trainee
telegraphist can have confidence in his set. Those who watched now have some idea of the ranges
obtainable and are aware, we hope that his audience may be wider than he imagines. In addition a
large number of people now know where the Club station is situated and the publicity raised a good
deal of interest in HF radio in general and Amateur Radio in particular. That can't be bad, can it?
Finally, when the dust had settled and the strong-arm boys were sent out with the collecting boxes,
we found that the RAIBC were £76 better off.

THE MAJOR IS A BIG DISCO HIT
So read a half-inch headline in one of the National Sunday papers at the end of September. The
article continued as follows:
"Retired Army major Maurice Caplan has quick-marched to stardom - as a disco song-writer.
He has found fame in Florida with a number called Costa Miami, which he wrote and recorded at his
Liverpool home.
Maurice, 55 has never been to Miami, but his throbbing song is a big hit in the nightclub in the city's
plush Versailles Hotel.
Part of it goes:
"Come to Miami, You'll love it here,
You'll love the sunshine and duty-free beer.
Back home in England things are all grim.
We've got no faith in Maggie or Jim.
Butcher or baker, you'll hear them shout;
"Get Frddie Laker to sort them all out",
Hotel Versailles you will adore,
You'll want to stay for evermore".
Major Disco and his wife Marion, 53, from Crosby, Liverpool, plan to visit the hotel next month and it now looks as if they'll get VIP treatment.
Executive Milton Towbin said: "As far as we're concerned, the major's a star".
Maurice Said, "I wrote the song after reading about all the Brits staying in Miami. I'm astonished
that it's been such a success".
Yes, the older ones of the Society will have guessed correctly that "Major Disco" is member 262,
G3NWQ, ex VS5MC, VS6AA and other calls. Our Maurice has always had a musical ear and most
units he served with were blessed with four or five piece bands centred around himself. Whether it
was just to play or to earn an honest copper is a moot point, but the beat was always there, well
lubricated by whatever sustenance could be squeezed out of PRI or the listeners! (Ask G3VIY - he
was also involved!).
Whether this will mean a new overseas callsign to help out our G based members remains to be
seen. If Maurice was flying as high in Miami as he was at the 1980 Reunion, anything can happen!!!
DID YOU KNOW …..?.
The first manmade voice transmission from space was that of President Eisenhower?. It was a
tape recorded Christmas message carried on an Atlas launch vehicle during Project Score, launched
December 18th 1958.
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AWARDS AND CONTESTS SECTION.
G3EKL/0046.
The 1980 VHF Contest was a damp squib as I suspected. I received three logs, two for the June
operating period and one for the August period. The winner is Gordon Gibson, G3ZFZ/0053 who
raised 21 points from three contacts using a Liner II to a 9 element Tonna Yagi. Gordon was operating
800 feet a.s.l. near Ulverston (YO65j) and comments: "I only heard members during the first leg,
nothing during part II. I hope you had more success from other members if only to justify time spent
by yourself. Personally I've given it up as a bad job", Second was Joe Brooke, GW3GHC/0098, who
also raised three members and scored 11 points, operating only in August. Joe was using a TS-700
from a car battery feeding a 7 element home-brew Yagi on a 15 feet mast. QRA was YL25a, on
British Mountain, 15 kM north of Newport and although only three members were worked there was
reasonable activity including DK1BM on SSB and F3ND/P on CW. The third entrant scored three
points. G4EMX/P, operating in June just outside Catterick Garrison 910 feet a.s.l. at ZO52h. Kit
managed to persuade three local members to speak to him!!!. His "Best DX" was G4FYZ in
Blackburn. So what do we do??? Bad conditions were not against the Contest on either leg, the
weather was reasonable, operating times have been altered "to suit members requirements", and we
have a wealth of Class "B" operators as well as many fully licensed members, and I can see from the
VHF Ladder that members DO operate on VHF!. I suppose in all fairness we can try once more and
see what happens, but I feel very much like G3ZFZ!.
The VK/ZL Chapter is rapidly gaining strength and to assist greater local participation in the Society
Awards Scheme by our VK/ZL members it has been agreed to relax Rule One of the Awards Scheme
retrospectively to the commencement of the scheme as follows:
RULE 1. - DELETE:
"All CLAIMS EXCEPT FOR THE VHF CERTIFICATE ARE TO INCLUDE A G4RS, G3CIO, OR
G4CCF (BUT NOT ANY OTHER CALL-SIGN OPERATED FROM THE HQ STATION)".
Would all interested members please amend their copies accordingly - thank you very much.
The VK/ZL Chapter has a flourishing 80 Metre Net once a fortnight under the guiding hand of
VK2VVV. I won't put exact details here because they could well be incorrect by the time this column
is read, but I hope that the many VK/ZL members we now have will give VK2VVV the maximum
support - it's very encouraging shouting "CQ RSARS" and hearing nowt!!.
The ladder for this edition isn't really - it is a list of the winners of the "5-59" Trophy since it was
introduced.
Year
Winner
Phone Section
CW Section
SWL
72/73
G3NVK
N/A
N/A
---73/74
G3NVK
N/A
N/A
---74/75
G3ALI
G3WMZ
G3UAA
---75/76
G3UAA
G4DBR
G3ALI
---76/77
G3UAA
G3PJB
GM3PIP
---77/78
G3NVK
G3UAA
G3UAA
---78/79
G3UAA
G3NVK
G3NVK
---79/80
G3NVK
G4ETG
G3UAA
---Award Hunters.
When claiming for any Ladder - claim for A.M. primarily, annotate each sheet with
CW/OS/VHF/QRP contacts or whatever and I'll extract the requisite number for whichever Ladder
you require.
"5-59" and "Le Touquet" time is upon us and with the longer nights ahead perhaps time can be spent
listening around. Certainly there are numerous overseas members waiting to be worked with VE, VK
as well as 6Y5 call-signs. So have a go!!!. (If overseas members will send along their REGULAR
operating TIMES and FREQUENCIES, I'll be happy to reserve space in "Mercury" and publish such
details to try and improve the Overseas/Home QSO ratio - Ed.).
A Merry Christmas and a Happy and Healthy New Year to you all. 73. Ray.
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AWARDS AND CONTEST SECTION - ADDENDUM
Jack has left me an extra page this time and I realise I've forgotten to offer congratulations to those
members who have attained some progress on the Awards ladders during the last four months up to 1
Oct 80. First is EUROPE SPECIAL BRONZE to Harry GM3VVM; second is Rita G3NOB, who has
obtained SPECIAL EUROPE No 31 (see page 11). After that starting on the "Any Mode" ladder there
are two Basic Awards, G3VIS and. G4DBY. On the same ladder, Europe 1st Class No 81 goes to
G3VIS while at the 350 rung, G3NOB and G4DBR are precariously perched. To the CW ladder and
Rita, G3NOB, has landed on the 50 rung. The VHF ladder shows some activity, hence my comments
about the VHF contests, and on the bottom rung at 12 contacts are G3DBU, G3VIS, G3NVK,
G4DBR, G4DBY and G3JKQ. Much further up with a flourish before QSYing to DL land, is G4EMX
at 40 rungs. Not to be outdone your scribe has laid a claw on the 50 rung - and held on! The QRP
ladder has a new member - G3NVK at 12 confirmed whilst Les, VK2NLE, has advanced to the
Overseas "Any Mode" 100 rung position.
Very well done everybody!
Current Overseas regular skeds with G land are:(a) VK2NLE
1230z
21170 daily
(b) VE3QE
1330z
21170 daily
(c) VK4XY
1330z
21065 daily
(d) 6Y5HC
2130z
21065 each Monday
(e) 6Y5HC
2130z
21210 each Thursday
(f) KA7DQQ
1600z
28650± daily when condx permit.
(g) VE3WA
1000 - 1300z 28500± daily when condx permit.
Interested members are advised to listen to the UK 80 metre CW and Fone nets for
any update to the DX operating patterns.
*******************************
LOCAL CATTERICK CHUNTER NIGHT.
G3EKL/0046.
Despite "Ex. Crusader" committing the youth of the Country, the local NOSTERFIELD meeting on
17th September '80 proved a reasonable relaxation. The roll-call collected G3NT, G4ETG, G8KOX
and G8FYJ complete with XYLs, G2HNL, G3DBU, G3EKL, G3FMW, G3GEJ, G3IBB, G4EYP,
G4HVA and G8UDM. A most welcome and surprise visit was made by G3EIY and Lynne, not
Society members but closely associated, being "Mum and Dad" of G8FYJ. They were on holiday
from Cheltenham and staying in Whitby, and your scribe was rudely awakened just after 1800 hours
local by G3EIY, already outside the RV, enquiring on S20 why nobody was there to meet them!!!. It
was a pleasure to see Arthur and Lynne again and I hope they enjoyed themselves. We learned that
Roy, G3NT, has been QRT for some weeks due to a burnt-out mains transformer followed by a fault
which puts his KW-2000B on "permanent Mark". Roy is baffled by the insistence of the transceiver
wanting to transmit, and annoyed because he can't hear all the new Overseas members which he
realises are sculling about!.
During the evening the other Roy, G3IBB, a dyed-in-the-wool CW HF fanatic, asked Mike, G8FYJ,
when he was going to take the Morse Test - there was a pregnant silence before Mike replied "When I
hear you on Two Metres!" Much hilarity ensued; Roy avoids a microphone like the plague and insists
that there is nothing higher than HF - Mike is a 20 w.p.m. CW operator of good repute but can't/won't
(delete as necessary, Mike!) find the time to get to Cullercoats!!.
News was offered about Bob, G3DMK, and that he was to be heard in amongst the QRM around
7∙065 MHz about 1100 hrs clock time most days.
73 Ray G3EKL.
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NOSTERFIELD - JULY EDITION.
G3EKL/0046.
We had a rather disturbing experience at the July "Meet" - there were nearly as many ladies as
gentlemen - 13 to 14!!!. It made the evening even more pleasant than usual and it was an excellent
backcloth to the main point of the evening, which was to say Cheerio to G4EMX and "Elly". The bimonthly meeting is located a couple of miles off the A1 just north of the Ripon Roundabout and so
easily "getatable", and draws a cross-section of RSARS members from about a thirty or so mile
radius. This particular evening the farewell was more from members of the Catterick Garrison Club
who wanted to thank Kit for his help in revitalising G3CIO. G3VIS, an old G3CIO license holder,
arranged for a bouquet of flowers for Eleanor and a very attractive digital thermometer mounted on a
local slate base, with a small brass plate, was presented to Kit. It was later suggested that although
intended as a "common user" item it could be pressed into service as an SWR bridge if strategically
placed on G4EMX's new PA heat sink!. Those attending were:
G3NT and XYL, G2HNL and XYL, G3EJF and G3JZP, G3EKL and XYL, G3IBB and XYL, G3VIS
and XYL, G4DBY and XYL, G4ETG and XYL, G4EYP and XYL, G4HVA and XYL (and delicious
harmonic), G8KOX and XYL, G3DBU, G3FMW and, of course, G4EMX and Eleanor.
A most pleasant evening was enjoyed by all present.
(There is no truth in the rumour that 'EKL stuck pins into a dummy TS-120 PA stage in order to blow
up the transistors, but the OWL is assured that G4EMX/DL did have PA transistor trouble and hopes
to report on this in a later edition).
73 Ray.
*******************************
VISITORS FROM AFAR
HQ was honoured by a visit from Member 406 and his XYL on October 6th. Hal, W6UVW
and Mary were visiting the Continent and England as part of a GI Vintage tour and travelled up
especially to see G4RS. They unfortunately chose a typical Catterick autumn day with high winds and
rain and of course the cold, leastways compared to W6!.
Hal rang 'EKL the evening before from Darlington, making contact with extreme difficulty through
a disgraceful hotel switch board and enquired how to get to Vimy Barracks - by public transport!
Instructions were given and Paul, G4DBY briefed as to what was happening. Trouble at present at HQ
apart from it being much smaller than some members think, is the rebuilding going on around and
about. The hut G4RS/G3CIO occupies stands amongst a sea of shingle, sand, torn up turf and tarmac,
mud and goodness knows what else. Building is proceeding on both sides and the hut itself will be
demolished within a few months - hardly the place to show off!! Add to that the gas heating system
was faulty due to some unknown Irish navvy who had been too energetic with a mechanical shovel
and the power supply to the building, due to other local demolition work, was a hash-up overhead
feed of 7-029 Cable, not really capable of giving electric convectors many volts - all in all a cold
place to welcome Hal and Mary. But Paul did them proud and 2 Metres was rocked by a strange call
as Hal modulated the TS 700 beautifully.
Clive, G8UDM and Peter, G8XPS called in and had a chat and so did the General Secretary but it
was unfortunately a working day and Ray had more commitments than time. Hal and Mary spent a
couple of hours at HQ and then Paul returned them to their Darlington hotel in EKL's car which has a
fierce heating system and managed to thaw them both out.
Hal, now retired, is the proud possessor of a TH3 beam which should be in use by the time this is
read. He frequents Fifteen metres but has yet to work into G !! Should you catch him, apart from
getting his Society number, ask him about "CHIPS".
Hal and Mary very kindly presented HQ with a California Redwood cigarette box which has had a
small brass plate added to it. "Presented by W6UVM on 7th October" and will be kept at G4RS.
To you both Thank you very much for showing such interest in the Society and may you both enjoy
your well earned retirement.
G3EKL
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PROBLEMS WITH "BONA-FIDE" TRADERS - or am I a "One-off"?
Perhaps I have suddenly hit an unlucky streak but the following may be of interest to other
members.
At "RADCOMEX 80" last May I purchased a Microwave Modules 4 metre/2 Metres Transverter for
£115 from the Microwave Modules stand. Due to lack of activity on Four I didn't realise that it had an
outgoing fault until late July although I did notice SMC advertising the same unit for £79 + VAT!!
The unit is under a one-year guarantee and I rang M.M. who asked me to send the unit back. This was
done, insured, on 12th August. I rang again on 23 Sept and was told that there was a design fault and
it was being sorted out - expect the transverter in a couple of weeks. This is being written on 14th Oct
80, no transverter!
At the same Exhibition I saw "Packer Communications" who were selling a very nice looking VHF
ATU. I wrote to the firm with an SAE on 13th May enquiring of the spec for the ATU. No reply. I
wrote again with a further SAE on 9th June and received a very pleasant letter apologising for the
delay, giving tech details and required QRK on 8th July. Delivery 3-4 weeks. Great!!! I sent a cheque
by return, which was passed through my account on 24th July! Despite numerous telephone calls, all
of which were unanswered, I heard nothing. I sent a "Recorded Delivery" letter enquiring as to what
was happening on 6 Sept. An answer came a month later saying that "it seems your ATU was sent at
the start of the month (Sept) so if it has not arrived by now it has gone astray in the post... I can either
refund your money or offer delivery at Christmas". I opted for a refund and wrote to that effect on 6th
Oct. I'll let you know when I get it!!
"A rather disgruntled Secretary"
*********************************
SHORT STORY by G8NY - Member 486
(The first of a few page fillers)
THE MORSE TEST
1936 and I had applied to the Post Office to take the morse test and replace my "artificial aerial"
Licence "2BLB" with a full radiating licence. At this time one could request the morse test to be taken
at a local Post Office and this was arranged.
I duly kept the appointment taking with me an audio oscillator and my own morse key. The
examiner was an elderly gentleman complete with a large brief case, gigantic brass buzzer and key,
and a copy of the Daily Telegraph. He displayed considerable interest in my oscillator and decided to
use it for the test as he considered it a great improvement on the BUZZER!
He asked me to send to him items from the Telegraph. Each time I stopped he asked me to continue
as he was "enjoying it"!!. Eventually he asked me to don the headphones and commenced sending
copy from the paper regarding a murder that had occurred in France. I made several attempts but each
time I had to admit to him that I could copy very little and that his morse did sound strange to me!
This admission resulted in a slap on the back and the remark "Don't worry son - you're doing alright I haven't sent any morse for about 30 years".
I was grateful to receive my present call "G8NY"
*********************************
QSL BUREAU. ~ SOCIETY STORES, ETC.
Of you have been on the air in the last few years and have contacted another RSARS station, it is
more than likely that there is/are a card/cards for you at the RSARS QSL Bureau. You will be helping
other members and John, G3YSK, in particular, if you could send along one or two SAEs (10p stamp
will do). Do you work mobile? keep details of your QSOs on index cards? want a Great Circle
Bearing chart based on YOUR QTH? You do? Then contact Bill, G3DBU, for your RSARS Stores.
Addresses inside front cover.
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(d)
Really this comment isn't for those of you reading this because your address must be correct
with HQ otherwise you would not have received "MERCURY". What am I getting at? The last
edition of "MERCURY" had nine copies returned to me "Not known at this Address". Most of the
members concerned were Life subscribers and where I could crosscheck with the latest RSGB
Callbook it gave the same QTH as I have on record. The Society could have saved £1:89 on wasted
postage.
I have not sent a copy of this edition to these members.
Should you know of their present QTH kindly let me know via 80 metres/2 metres/landline or
post.
Licensed members concerned are:G3ALI
G3GHE
DA2JW
G4AWS
(e) Should there be any error in your address label please advise me by any means. Also let me have
your postal code if it isn't on your address label - thank you.
(f) Should any member wish to convert his annual subscription into a Bankers Standing Order please
drop me a line for an order form or use the following detail.
TO:

YOUR BANK Bank Ltd/GIRO
Date ______/_____/__
YOUR BRANCH Branch

Please make payment, and debit to my Account No: ______________
in accordance with the following details.
TO:
: MIDLAND BANK LIMITED
BRANCH

:

BLANDFORD FORUM, DORSET

CODE NUMBER

:

40-12-15

FOR ACCOUNT OF
:
ACCOUNT NUMBER :

ROYAL SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
00713309

REFERENCE NUMBER

:

__________(Insert your R.S.A.R.S. Number here )

AMOUNT

:

£2:00p (TWO POUNDS STERLING)

DATE PAYABLE
FIRST PAYMENT

:
:

2nd JANUARY ANNUALLY
2nd JANUARY 19___

LAST PAYMENT

:

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE REFERENCE NUMBER IS QUOTED WHEN PAYMENTS ARE
MADE.
(g)
(h)

Please look at the back page!!
Some more "Sodds Law" 1. A device selected at random from a group having 99 per cent reliability will be a member of the
1 per cent group.
2. When a 3-phase electric motor is connected to the power supply, it will be found on starting to
be running in the wrong direction.
3. Probability of failure of a component is inversely proportional to the ease of repair or
replacement.
4. A transistor protected by a fast acting fuse will protect the fuse by blowing first.
5. A most delicate component will drop first.
6. A failure will not appear until a unit has passed final examination.
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(j)
Should you be wanting to purchase some new gear from the TRIO range the Society can
benefit if you deal through John G(M)3OPW, that's "JAYCEE" of Glenrothes. John is most
reasonable with "trade-ins" too - he operates over most of the Country. Have a look at the "JAYCEE"
advert in "RADCOM". Should you deal don't forget your RSARS number and info me pse - tks.
(k)

If you require a receipt for your subscription please send me your membership card.

(i)
HF NFD '80 - Your HQ Station finished 21st in the Restricted Section this year. Our local
Contest Manager, G4CJU, is content although he realises that our logging could be improved. We lost
96 points from our submitted claim although, somehow or other, wound up with 5 more contacts!! I
was a bit optimistic with our position or perhaps some stations didn't submit logs!!
(m)
A late snippet for W chasers. There is a weekly net between VK/ZL and VE members each
Saturday on 28450 at 2300Z, band conditions permitting.
(n)

Annual subscriptions are due in January - have you remembered?

(o)
A final word about G3DMK, Bob, now in Okehampton - he is active on Two Metres, but has
been experiencing TVI on HF, so may not be heard on 7065 as previously reported.
That's your lot!
73

G3EKL
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